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INfROIlCI'Irn ANDSl.MofAAY

Previous Research

During the middle 1960' s, the Statistical Reporting ~TVice sponsored
research in an effort to explore, apply and develop remote sensing
techniques for the purpose of estimating Ii vestock i11Yentories. The
School of Forestry of the University of California (UC)at Berkeley
conducted the research, the results of which indicated the feasibility
of aerial photographic inventories of livestock. t-breover, the research
indicated the scale, time of day, season of year and overlap of stereo-
graphic coverage that collectively wouldyield an optinun result. !!
The force of these findings and other considerations led, in April 1967,
to a large scale aerial-photo survey Whichtook place in the Sacramento
Valley of California. 2/ For that survey there were two sampling strata:
a range stratl81l and a cultivated stratum. Each stratum was subdivided
into four domains according to ground cover. Photo counts and grolmd
cOlUltsof livestock were thus comparedaccording to stratun and domain.
The agreement between grolDldand photo COlUltsfOlDldin the cuIti vated
stratum was termed encouraging. However,sources of error that arose
in the COlDltsfor the cultivated stratum carried over with greater
frequency and magnitude to COlDltsfor the range stratlDll. Most errors
resul ted from land cover and sheIters, and animal clusters.

The fonner prevented the detection of livestock; the latter madeit
difficult to distinguish or COlDltindividual livestock within groups.
Sources of error attributable to the range stratum alone were back-
gTOlmdclutter which could not be distinguished from livestock and free
bolDldariespermitting livestock to roam in and out of segments.

On the positive side, the report concluded:

1. Access to reDDteareas is easily acc~lished.
2. Large areas of land are covered quickly.
3. Ohjectivity in livestock cOlDltingcan be attained.
4. It is possible to reduce bias from imperfect communication

between enumerator and respondent.

1/ For results of original survey see: "The Inventory of Crops and Livestock
- by Meansof Aerial Photography,II by R. N. Colwell, D. T. Lauer and

W.C. Draeger, June 30, 1965.

2/ For a detailed discussion of past reDDtesensing research of livestock
inventories see: ''lJse of Remte Sensing for Livestock Inventories,"
hy H. F. Huddleston and E. H. Roberts, Fifth AnnualS~situn on Remte
Sensing, 1970.
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The final and si~ificant conclusion was that before becomingan integral
part of a data collection system, remte sensing should be undertaken on
an operational scale survey.

SUrveyObjectives

This project, which took place in the Idaho cOlDltiesof Jerome, Cassia,
'lWinFalls, and Minidoka1/ during May and Jme of 1969. was a logical
extention of the 1967 worK. Theprimary ohjectives were the siDulation
of an operational aerial photo survey for estimatin~ livestock inventory
and its concomitant features. Other objectives included the analyzing
of differences 1n data provided by color and black-white photography;
investigation of methodsof photo interpretation; determining the
suitability of aerial photography as a quality control technique for a
major livestock survey; e~loying an observer in the aircraft to locate
compactgroups of animals and spotting location of animals within s~ling
mi ts on mapsor photos; and exploration of aerial photography as the
cheap data source in a double sampling estimator.

Ratio of Photo Counts to Gromd Enumeration

The following table provides an overall comparisonbetween the 1967
SacramentoValley study and the 1969 Idaho survey of the ratio of
photo comts to grotmdemneration for n1.lli>ersof cattle and sheep by
stratun.

;(

StratlDll Cattl~
19b1 1969

: (percent) (percent)

Sheep
19b? 19b9

(percent) (percent)

Cultivated
Range

8S
63

40
54

131
93

31
90

1/ See figure 1, page 3 for the geographic location of the test site area.
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The ratio of photo counts to ground enumeration is considerah1y less
for the 1969 study - particularly in the cultivated stratum. Several
factors are believed to have been responsible for this decline in
accuracy of livestock COWltS. 1) For black and white photography, a
scale of 1:5000 was us~d in the 1967 work; in this project a scale of
1:6000 was l~ed Which is slightly smaller than optimum scale. For
color photography, the scales for Sacrmoonto Valley and Idaho were
1:2140 and 1:3000, respectively. Previo~ research has sh~n that a
scale as small as 1:8000 is often satisfactory for making livestock
inventories, but that a scale of no smaller than 1:5000 is necessary
to ohtain highly accurate results consistently. 2) The photo-
interpretation was begun as soon as the photos hecame availahle and
was to be completed as soon as possible to provide a stmulation of an
oPerational survey. During the 1967 work no time constraints were
placed on the interpreters. 3) The unfavorable circumstance under
which the ohserver in the aircraft was permitted to function completely
nullified his effectiveness in locating animals and directing overhead
photos of the compact clusters of animals. The comhined effects of a
less favorah1e scale, more stringent time constraints during interpretation
and nullifying the role of the aircraft observer are believed to have
been largely responsible for the decline in accuracy of photo-interpretation
results in this survey.
The ratio of estimated totals of photo counts to re-enumeration for
this survey are listed below for each species-class by stratum.

St r:J turn Cattle : Shee~ : Swine : Horses
:Total :Young :Total : oung :Total :Young :Total :Young

(percent) (percent) (percent) (percent)
Cultivated: 40
Range S4

38
28

31
90

7 8 o 61 164

Fewer livestock were counted on the photos than were reported by any of
the ground surveys for each species-class with the exception of colts in
the cultivated stratum. Apparently misinterpretation resulted in mis-
classifying some cattle as horses, causing the higher percentage for
horses. Also, a larger percentage was ohtained for total animals than
for young animals. ,
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Interpreter Variation
From a limited aJOOtmt of data the following deductions concerning individual
counter consistency were made: 1) interpreter one tended to COlDlt more
horses than other interpreters, 2) interpreter two tended to count fewer
cattle, and 3) interpreter two was inconsistent, Cla!l5ifyin~ some animals
as cattle the first time and sheep the second ti~. Hc:Mever, multivariate
tests indicate the differences between cOtDlters were not significant for
total and young cattle and total sheep in the cultivated stratum or total
and young cattle in the range stratum on black and white prints.
Black and White vs Color Photography
C.enerally speaking, more Iivestock (by species) were cmmted on color
photographs than on black and white photographs. fbwever, multivariate
tests indicate the difference is not statistically significant for total
and YOlUlg cattle over the cultivated or range stratum.
Double Sampling Estimation
A very promising use of remote ~ensing data would be in a double sampling
estimate if it were a cheaper source of data. In double sampling a large
sample is used for the cheaper data and a suhsample of the large sample
is selected for the more costly data. Infonnation from the larger sample
can he used in the sample selection, or in difference, ratio or regression
estimation. The use of remote sensing data as a cheaper data source in a
douhle sampling estimate would be contingent upon the data heing utilized
for multiple purposes such as crop identification, soil mapping, or other
agricultural and non-agricultural uses. Methods need to be develOPed for
multiple uses of remote sensing data so it may be utilized as the cheaper
data source in double sampling estimation.
~ality Control
Another possible use of remote sensing data would be as a quality control
techni.que for gromtd data livestock surveys. As such, the remote sensing
data would not he used directly in the estimation of livestock inventories,
hut would provide a check on the grom.d data. Furthennore, the use of this
technique might allow for the detection of recurring grolUld data errors,
enahling corrective action to he taken for subsequent surveys. The data
provided by remote sensing yields a more objective and independent (hut
not necessarily more precise or accurate) check on entll1erative interview
surveys than that provided by a follow-up interview for quality control.
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The ohjectivity arises since remote sensing data is not subject to the
same communication, response, data recording and processing errors that
the enumerative interview data is subject to.
Photo counts from aerial photography would he most useful in providinv an
indication of the minimum number of livestock in a field, tract, or segment.
The supplemental notes to Tahles 4 and S, pages 34 and 41, illustrate some of
the quality control potential of remote sensing data. A photo count of
less than one-half the enumerative interview number or greater than the
em.unerative interview number would often indicate an error in the grrnmd
data for cattle and sheep (both total and young). Remote sensing might
he a useful technique for detennining livestock presence in a field,
since, if more than ten head of cattle, sheep, or horses were present
some pos itive photo COlUlts were recorded. The poss ible uses of remote
sensing data are dependent upon a strong relationship between remote
sensing data and data collected by existing ground surveys. For remote
sensing data to be used in estimating livestock inventories, it must
ultimately he related to the actual livestock present in each sampling
unit. Efforts to develop and test promising methods of improving the
accuracy and rapidity of photo interpretation could increase the
operational feasibility of photo livestock surveys. Specifications
of the photographic system for various types of livestock surveys need
to he investigated. Coverage of range areas requires a very large
vol\D11eof photography. Methods of combining a base sample of photography
with a sample selected by lUlequal prohabilities designated by an ohserver
in the photography aircraft should he developed and tested.
Non-sampling Errors
Inconsistent answers from respondents were identified as a major source
of non-sampling errors. Response errors in the JlUle Enumerative Survey
and Re-enumeration Survey appear to have been a serious problem in the
evaluation of the potential of remote sensing in this pilot survey. The
June Enumerative Survey missed many YOlUlg cattle according to the results
of both Re-enumeration Survey and the photo counts. Problems were also
encolUltered because of inaccurate reporting of movement on the JlUle
Enumerative Survey. These errors were attributed to the respondents
though it is possihle that these could have been due to enumerator
variations or the result of enumerators asking for information which
was not known accurately hy the respondent.
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I. PRCX:EDlnRES

The procedures section is divided into two parts; survey procedures and
computation procedures.

A. Survey Procedures

This survey was conducted in accordance with the procedures outlined in
the JW1e FJ'lunerative Survey (JES) interviewer's manual. Supple~ntal
questions on the nature of ground cover and number and kind of livestock
species were attached to the Idaho JES questionnaire. Ex~les of these
materials and the editing instructions for the supple~ntal questions
are shown in Appendix II, Exhibits A-C, pages 84-97.

The frame contained two strata: the range stratum and the cultivated stratum.
The cultivated stratum was further divided into five domains as follows:

IX>main

A

B

c

D

E

Description of Domain

Man-madecover in a relatively small field.

Man-madecover in a small part of a larger field.

Mlre than five percent natural cover within
the field (not classified A or B).

Trees or brush in the field boundary, but five
percent or less cover (not classified A or B).

Five percent or less cover and no border cover
(not classified A or B).

Ground data collection began in late ~~ with the enumeration of the .YES
segments. Following the JES, a subs~le of 38 segJDentswas selected
for aerial photography and re-enumeration .• SegJDentselection was with
unequal probahility in order to obtain data for livestock and field cover
not col1lOOnin the survey area. Instructions for listing segments by
classes and selecting the sample segments for photography are shown in
Appendix II, Exhibit D, page 99.

Specifications for the aerial photography included simultaneous black and
white stereographic coverage and a subs~le of color coverage; the fonner
at a scale of 1:6000, the latter at 1:3000. 3/ Each flight had an aerial

3/ See Appendix I, page 81.
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observer to locate concentrations of livestock for separate photography.
l-bwever, the ai rcrafts limited space did not allow the observer to
fmction as plmmed. He rode backwards, could only see out one side of
the plane and not directly below it. The observer's role, near the end
of the photography phase, was reduced to determining whetlaer photography
could be taken lI1der less than desirable weather conditions.

The aerial photography was obtained about two -weeksafter the JES and
necessitated a re-entlDeration corresponding to the date of flight. An
atteq>t was made to ~asure changes in livestock nllllbers for the tracts
between the dates of the JES and the aerial photo survey (APS). Moreover,
when differences in tract totals for the JES and re-entlDeration survey
(RES) could not be explained by livestock IOOve~nt, fOllOW-upvisits were
made. Even then, ditticulties were encomtered in obtaining accurate
livestock IOOvementinfonnation. 41
Using the acquired photography, the School of Forestry at OC delineated
the segment and comt-cell bomdaries on black and white prints and
color photo strips. The center cell was drawn on all black and white
exposures of a segment to prevent mderlap and overlap. They then perfonned
the initial photo interpretation. For each exposure, the livestock comts
by species were recorded and later stlllRarized and expanded to segtrent
totals. Photo interpretation of color strips was independent of that
for black and white prints.

Uponcoq>letion of photo interpretation at OC, all prints were sent to
Standards and Research Division (S&RD)of the Statistical Reporting Service
(SRS). Field bomdaries, corresponding to those enumerated during the
Jme Enumerative Survey were added to each exposure identi fied as
containing livestock. Further interpretation, following OC procedures,
provided relOOtesensing data by domains. 'd
The following is a list of major activities for the 1969 Idaho Aerial
Photo Livestock Survey:

4/ Re-enumeration instructions and questionnaires are shown in
Appendix II, Exhibits E and F, pages 103-106.

51 Photo interpretation instructions and fonTISare shown In
Appendix II, Exhibit G, page 114.

J

-"
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1. May20-22:

2. May23:

3. May26 -
" JlDle 6:

4. JlDle 7:

s. June 8:

o. JlD1e9-17:

7. .June 13-20

8. .JlDle30 -
August 1:

State JES Training School for enumerators.

Additional training for enumerators taking part
in the aerial photo livestock survey.

Field enumeration for the JES.

Selection of sample segments for photo coverage
and grolDldobservations.

Supplemental instructions given to membersof
grolDld crew.

weather and other conditions permitted five days
for aerial photography.

RESin previously selected se~nts .

Photo interpretation by School of Forestry at
the University of California.

"

The bas ic data carne from four sources:

1. .1£S (lDladjusted data): the results of the initial survey.

2. JES (adjusted data): the results of the initial survey interviews
adjusted by adding or subtracting changes in livestock JOOvement
occurring between the date of aerial photography and the JES.
This was an atterrpt to update the original survey data to the
date of the flight.

3. RESdata: the results of a second interview near the time of the
photo flight. Questions on livestock mmtlers corresponded to the
date of flight, while livestock JOOvementcorresponded to the interim
of the initial survey and the flight date.

4. RellDte Sensing data: photo interpreter's counts for livestock by
species obtainpd from black and white prints. Segment totals for
the above are shown in tables 4 and S, pages 34-41, along with
notes describing data problems and inconsistencies.
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The expanded data by domain may be expressed as Yijk=E.F.y." , where Y. 'k
J J IJk 1J

is the expanded mDnber of livestock in the i-th species-class, j-th segment,
k-th domain; E" is the reciprocal of the probaoility of selecting"the

- J
segment; Fj is the reciprocal of the probability of selection at the 2nd

stage; and Y is the observed number of livestock in the i-th species-
ijk

class, j -th segment, k-th domain.
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8. COI11>utationalProcedures

1. Estimates of Totals: The data were expanded by segJOOntsbefore
making COmparisons since the selection of units was with unequal probability.
SUbsequentlY, they were s\.lTlnedto provide inventory estimates of cattle,·
sheep, swine and horlles (total, mature and YOtD1g)for the cultivated and
range strata. The data for fields in each domain of the cultivated stratum
were expanded by segments and slDllDedto estimate inventories.

The expansion over all domains for the
5

i-th species-class, j-th segment is y .. = ~ YiJ"k. The estimated inven-
- - 1) • k-l

tory of each species-class by domain was obtained for each data source by
ming over all segments in the stratun. This is denoted as

n n
Y" k = E YiJ"k. Finally, y. = t Y.. is the estimate« inventory of
1. . I 1••. 1 1J.J- J=

the i-th species-class over all domains. Table 8, page 49, sl.llll1arizes the
observeo nllJlber of livestock for the cultivated stratun; table 9, page 51
provides a surmnary for the range stratun.

2. Estimation of Variance: Presented in tables 10-15, pages 53-60
are the varIance estimates of the estimated totals from each data source
for the range strat\.D1l, cultivated strat\.D1l, and domains A, B, D and E of
the cultivated stratum. Also included in these tables are the estimated
standard deviations and coefficients of variation.

In the cultivated and range strata, the estimated variance of the estimated
total over all domains is:

,
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Yar(V. )
1••

= ~

n 2
n r y ..

j=l1.)· n J-(EY .. )
j=l 1.).

n

n-l

Each estimated total by domain involves two random variables, Y··k and
1)

over all domains involves

where Y IS the estimated total of livestock in the i-th species-class;
1••

Yo 0 is the expanded m.unberof livestock for the i-th species-class, j-th
I).

segment; and n is the number of segments in the sample.

M Ok= E.F.m·k whereas the estimated total.) ) ).) , n

only one random variable Y.. = E Yi·k. In this case, Yo Ok is as pre-
I) • j-l) 1)

viously defined. M. is the expanded number of fie Ids in the j - th segment
.)k -

k-th domain, and m.jk is the observed number of fields in the j-th segment

k-th domain. Since, by domain, each of these random variables contributes
to-rhe variance of the estimated totals, the estimated variance of a total
for a given domain is:

The first tem on the right of the equality can be written as:

6/ Approximate equality for knownvariance and covariance relative
to estimation of variances and covariances.
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the second term:
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r-- Jn 2 n 2
n LY .. -( LY .. )

~i IJk j=lnlJk

n-1

•
[

n 2
n L M. -

j-l .Jk

n-1

the third term:

~

n LY .. M.
j=l IJk .)k n n ~- ( t Y. 'k) ( L M .k)

j=l 1) j=l .J

n

n-l

For certain srecies and classes the scarcity of non- zero reports made some
estimates extremely imprecise. Consequently, for these items estimates of
variance, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation are not shown.

3. Estimation of Correlation Coefficients: The magnitude of the cor-
relation coeffICIent Indicates the degree of relationship between various
data sources. For the cultivated stratum, an estimated correlation coefficient
greater than .486 implies with a probability greater than .99 that the true
correlation coefficient is greater than zero. This is the one percent level
of significance. The five percent level is attained when the estimated
correlation coefficient is greater than .383. In the range stratum, the one
and five percent significance levels are attained with estimated correlation
coefficients greater than .707 and .575, respectively. Correlation matrices
are shown in tables 16-23, pages 61-68.

In the following correlation coefficient estimate, Xijk and Yijk represent

the expanded number of livestock in the i-th species-class, j-th segment, and
k-th domain for their respective data sources X ana Y. -
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n n n
r Xl' J" k Y1·J' k - (r X.. k) (r Y".k)

j=l j=l 1J j=l 1J

p •••

2

X. 'k1) n 1- (r x. 'k). 1 1JJ=
n

n

~

n 2 n ~r Y .. - (r Y .. )
j=l 1Jk j=l n 1Jk

1/2

For certain sf'ecies and classes in the range stratum and domains B, C, D
and E of the Olltivated stratum, the correlation estimates were based on
only a few positive values, therefore, these estimates are not shown.

II. RESULTS

A. Estimated Totals from Remote Sensing and GrOlmdData Sources

In evaluating the feasibility of remote sensing with respect to livestock
inventories, the estimated totals provided by remote sensing were compared
to those provided hy grotmd data sources. The remote sensing data (RS)
was taken from hlack-white photos; the grmmd data from the re-enumeration
(RES). The RES,~asused for the comparison since it provided data ohtained
for the date of photography.

TaMes 4 and 5, page 34 & 41 show the observed number of Ii ves tock hy photo
COWltsand RES. The following list provides the munber of segments, from
a total of 38, for which the photo count was greater than or equal to that
of the re-enumeration.

Lives tock Specie Cultivated Stratum Range Stratum

Cattle - Total 1 3
YOWlR 3 2

Sheep - Total 2 0
YOtmg 0 0

Swine - Total 3 0
YOlDlf 0 0

Horses - Total 4 3
Ymmr. 4 1
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The totals estimated hy remote sensing and hy grOtmd data can he cOfTlTl<tred
hy ohserving the percent coooted 7/, shown in tahle 1 below. These arC'
hased upon the estimates in tables 6 and 7, pages 45-48.
Tahle l.--Percent counted: Ratio of estimated totals of photo counts to

re-enlD1leration.

.
~Total:Young:Total:Young:Total:Young:Total:Young
: (percentr (percent) (Percent) (Percent)

Strata
and dornain

Cattle Sheep Swine Horses

Range stratum-all S( 28 90
Cultivated stratum-all: (0 38 31 7 8 0 61
Domain - A 38 70 21 6 10 0 29
Domain - B 19 4 7 9 0 0 63
Domain - C 0 0
Ilomain - 0 43 IS
l10main - E 70 4S 99

164
20

474

Ohserving Table 1, several conclusions can be made. The percent counted was
low for each species-class with the exception of colts in the cultivated
stratum - all domains and totals horses and colts in domain E. A greater
percentage was obtained for total animals than for young animals. In general,
photo interpretation foood fewer animals than did any of the ground enumeration
methods. Misinterpretation resulted in misclassi fying some cattle as horses
and apparently caused the higher percentage for total horses.
The JES seemed to miss many young cattle. During re-emuneration a special
effort was made to obtain accurate calf counts. The photo comt total for
ymmg cattle exceeded the estimates of JES and tended to support the greater
estimates of the re-enumeration survey.
R. Relationship Between Remote Sensing and Ground Data
The sttKly of the relationship between remote sensing and ground data provides
one method of determining the practicability of applying remote sensing to
livestock inventories. Quite naturally, the correlation coefficient arises
in the investigation. In the cultivated stratllll,when the estimated correlation
coefficient exceeds 0.486, the population correlation coefficient is greater
than zero unless a certain event with a probability of 0.01 occurred. An

Jj Percent cmmted is equal to the quotient of comt by remote sens ing (RS)
and Cotmt by re-enumeration (RES) times 100.

I
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estimated correlation coefficient greater than 0.383 implies the population
correlation coefficient is greater than zero unless a certain event with a
probahility of O.OS occurred. In the range stratum, the one and five percent
significance levels are attained when the estimated correlation coefficients
are greater than 0.707 and 0.57S, respectively. The one and five percent
significance levels are indicated by a double and single asterisk, respectively,
in the correlation coefficient matrices, Tables 16-23, pages 61-68.
The relationships among the types of ground data are considered first. In
theory, the JES-adjusted for movement (JES-adj.) and the RES should have
been identical; that is, the correlation coefficient should have been +l.
fbwever, the observed data and estimated totals plainly indicate the two
are not identical. If these two types of ground data are not contradictory
and measure livestock ntmbers accurately, then, as random variables, they
should at least be highly correlated. In those cases for which enrnlgh data
was available to estimate the correlation coefficient between JES-adj. and
RES with precision, most items were significantly correlated, i.e. the
correlation coefficient was estimated to be different than zero. The
exceptions were: 1) total cattle and total sheep in the range strattm, and
2) colts in drnnain A, calves and lambs in domain B, and total horses in
domain n of the cultivated stratum. Colts in domain A were significantly
correlated at the five percent level. Total cattle in the range stratum and
total horses in domain D had nonsignificant positive correlations. Total sheep
in the range stratum and lambs in domain B had small negative coefficients;
whereas, the calves in domain B had a -0.600 coefficient, which is significatly
less than zero at the one percent level.
'[he difficulty in obtaining accurate livestock movement data partially
accounts for the difference between the JES-adj. and the RES data. The
movement questions were utilized to obtain the difference between the
JES-unadj. and JES-adj. The JE.C)-unadj.and the JPS-adj. should be well
correlated when there is a constant amount of movement wi thin each segment,
or when there is little reporterl movement; the same would hold true for
the correlation hetl.,eenJES-lUladj. and RES data. Table 2a on tl,e following
page lists the species-classes by stratum-domain which were significantly
correlated between JES-tmadj. and JES-adj. at the one percent level; Tahle 2b
lists the species-classes which were not significantly correlated between
.JES-unadj. and JES-adj. Tables 2c and 2d do the same respectively, for the
relationships between JES-unadj. and RES data. From Table 2 and Tables 16-23,
severa] observations can be made. 1) Several species-classes which were
significantly correlated between JES-unadj. and JES-adj. were not significantly
correlated between JES-unadj. and RES. Those species-dac;ses are a.c; follows:
in the cultivated stratum - calves in all domains, lambs in domain B,
total horses in domain D, and total cattle in domain E; in the range stratum
total cattle and total sheep. Since these species-classes were significantly
correlated between .JES-tmadj. and JES-adj., this was interpreted to mean the



Table 2. --Relationships between types of grOtmd data. y
Table 2a.--Species-classes significantly correlated between JES-unadj. and ,JES-adj. a = n.OI

Total horses Total horses

Cultivated
All furnains fumain A fumain B
Total cattle: Total cattle Tot al cattle
Calves Calves
Total sheep Total sheep Total sheep
Lamhs Lambs Lambs
Total hogs Total hogs Total hogs
YOtmg hogs YOtmg hogs
Total horses: Total horses Total horses
Colts

Domain D
Total cattle
Calves

Doma in E
Total cattle
Calves

Range
StratlDTl

Total cattle
Calves
Total sheep

I,....
0\
I

Table 2b.--Species-classes not significantly correlated between JES-unadj. and JES-adj.

All fumains Domain A

Colts

Domain B
Calves

Domain n Domain E

Co1 ts

Range
Stratum

1/ fumain C and several species-classes were omitted from these tables hecause there were too
few observations to estimate the correlation .

...



Table 2c.--Species-classes significantly correlated between JES-unadj. and RES

CUltIvated Stratum Range
All Domains Domain A Domain B Domain D Domain E Stratum
Total cattle: Total cattle Total cattle Total cattle

Calves Calves Calves Calves
Total sheep Total sheep Total sheep
Lambs Lambs
Total hogs Total hogs Total hogs ..
Total horses: Total horses Total horses :Total hOTSes:
Colts

Table 2d.--Species-classes not significantly correlated between JES-unadj. and RES
,

~~
I

All Domains
CultIvated Stratum

Domain A DomaIn B DomaIn D Domain E
Range

Stratum

Calves

Colts

Calves
Lambs

:Total cattle: Total cattle
Total sheep

:Total horses:
:Colts



reported movement was negligible or else constant within each segment.
However, since these species-classes were not significantly correlated
hetween JES-unadj. and RES, we interpreted this to mean a significant
aJOOlDltof mvement ocrurred. The results of these findin~s are con-
tradictory, indicat i~ either inacrurate reporting of IIIOVeInentor in-
accurate responses to the re-enumeration survey. 2) Remote sensing
(RS) data as an independent estiJRate of the livestock inventory can he
used as a check to detennine whether the inaccuracy was due to the RES
or the .1ES-adj. When one of the above listed species-class is significantly
correlated between R~ and RES but is not significantly correlated between
RS and JES-adj., this could be interpreted to mean an inaccurate reporting
of movement. When the opposite occurs and there is a significant correlation
between RS and JES-adj. but not between RS and RES, the implication would
be inaccurate responses to the RES. Of the previously listed species-classes,
the fOllowing were significantly correlated at the one percent level hetween
RS and RES, but were not significantly correlated between RS and JES-adj.
In the cultivated stratum - calves in all-domains, lamhs in domain B,
and total horses in domain D and total Sheep in the range stratum. These
findings lead us to believe there was an inaccurate l'eportin~ of movement
for these specieS-classes. No species-classes were fOlUld which were
significantly correlated between RS and JES-adj. but not significantly
correlated between RS and RES. Cattle in domain E were significantly
correlated between both RS and RES, and RS and JES-adj. Colts in domain E
and total cattle in the range stratum were not significantly correlated
for either.
3) RES data provides a comparison with RS data, again via correlation
analysis. If the correlation between RES and RC; is high, the implication
is that reJOOte sensing is a feasible alternative for livestock inventories.
fbwever, a low correlation would indicate the opposite.
ror total cattle in the cultivated stratum all-domains and domains A,
n and E, estimated correlations between RS and RES data were si~ificant
at the one percent level. Even though fifty-four percent of the total
cattle were counted in the range stratum, a correlation of .187 does
not suggest a very promising relationship between ground enumeration and
the photo counts. This could be due to proration of the re-enumeration
data and partial photography for some range segments. In the range
stratum cattle may have been frequently misinterpreted as horses.
lne estimated correlation coefficient for young cattle in the ran~e stratum
was significant at the one percent level. In the cultivated stratum,
singificance for all-domains, and domains A and E was found. The coefficients
for domains nand R were derived from less data than those of other domains
and were non-significant.
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Significantly correlated at the one percent level were RS and RES data
for total sheep in domains A and B of the cultivated stratum. Little
data was available for the range stratum and the remaining domains.
For lambs in the cultivated stratum all-domains, and daRains A and B,
the estimated correlation coefficients between RS and ~~ data were
significant at the one percent level. No lambs were reported in the
RES data or RS data for either the range stratum or domains C, D and
E of the cultivated stratum.
According to both RFS and Rc) data, no swine were present in either
the range stratum or domains C and D. The RES data indicated the
presence of swine in domain B, however, none were COtDlted on the photos.
In domain E, one hog was cotDlted, but none were reported in the RES
data. The correlations for total swine were close to, or equal to zero.
No YOtulg swine were COtDlted on the photos.
Total horses in domains A, D and E of the cultivated stratum had estimated
correlation coefficients significant at the one percent level. No
horses were reported by RES data in the range stratum, but many were cotDlted
on photos. This occurred because cattle were misclas;sified as horses.
The estimated correlation coefficients for domain B were not significant.
No horses were present in domain C. For young horses, the estimated
correlation coefficients were not significant.
Tahle ja summarizes species-classes for which a probahle relationship
exists between the RS and RES data. Table 3b, summarizes those species-
classes for which no relatioTL~hip is probable. Several species-classes,
and domain C were omitted from the table since there was insufficient
data to determine if a relationship existed.



Table 3.--Indication of relationships between remote sensing and ground data
a. Relationship indicated

Range
All doma ins: All domains : A

Cultivated Stratum
B D E

Calves
Total sheep:

Total cattle:
Calves
Total sheep :
Lambs
Total horses:

Total cattle:
Calves
Total sheep :
Lambs
Total horses:

Total cattle: Total cattle: Total cattle
Total sheep Total horses: Calves
Lambs Total horses

CultIvated Stratum
B D

b. NO relationship indicated

Range
All domins:All domains A

Total cattle: Total swine: Total swine:
Total swine ..
Young swine Young swine: Young swine:

Colts

Calves
Total swine:
Young swine:

E

Ca1ves :Total swine
Total swine:
Young swine :Ymmg swine

:Colts

I
No
I
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C. Cowt Comparison Between Black-White Prints and Color Transparencies

Shownin Tables 24 and 25. pages 69 & 70, are the livestock cOlU1tS·of
the color transparencies and corresPOnding COlDltsfrom the same area on
hlack-white prints. For color. an average cowt was used since the
transparencies were interpreted twice. each time by a dt fferent interpreter.

The ratios of counts from color transparencies to counts from black-white
prints are shown below:

LIvestock Specie-Class Cultivated stratun Range Stratum .

Cattle - Total ...••... 1.13 1.13
YOtmg •••••••• 0.26 1. 23

Sheep - Total .•...... 12.34
YOlUlg •••••••• 15.50

Horses - Total ........ 0.71

The ~hove data indicates substantial differences hetween the two types of
film. However. the differences are not statistically significant. as wi11
he shown in the following statistical tests.

An attempt was made to detennine if the mean comts for black-white photos
and mean counts for color photos differed significantly in a statistical
sense. Tables 26 and 27. pages 71 and 72. represent comts over photography
for specified segments and strata. The presence of two strata necessitates
two tests. The assumption basic to both populations concerns their wder-
Iying~distribution. Weassume that ea~ measurement.vector -- Yij. i = 1,2,
.... l~ for the range stratum. and Yij. I = 1.2.3.4. ) = 1.2, .••2f. for the
cultivated stratum -- arose from a multivariate normal distribution with
mean vector lli and covariance matrix Li· Hence. Y

1
"'\,N(Pl.Ll) and Ylj '\,

N(1l2.r2). A further ass~tion involves equality or covariance matrices.
and tins will be hased on statistical evidence. All tests in this
section were conducted at the 95%significance level.

The range s tratl.Jn test for equality of J1Eancount di fferences was made
first. Data for the range stratum indicates all entries for total and
YOlmgsheep were zero for hath hlack-whi te and color prints. Therefore,
the mean of each population is zero. hence. the difference of means is
zero. This implies that the counting of sheep (total and young) can be
done as accurately on hlack-white as on color photography. However. the
individual counts for total and young cattle were both zero and non-zero.
ThlLC;,the means are non-zero and differ for each sample. Consequently,
it is desirahle to knowwhether their differences differ significantly from



zero. In order to ascertain the viability of our assumptions, we first
tested for equality of covariance matrices under the null hypothesis
f~: [1 = [2 against the alternative ~1:[1 ~ [2, where [} and [2 denote
to covariance matrices for the black-White and color photography,
respectively. The test statistic involved, V = 2.3026", 81"TrroxiY'IIBtes
a Chi-~quare distribution with ~ degrees of freedom. A few definitions
are in order.

(1) M = (nl + n2 - 2)10glO Is/ - (nl - 1)10&10 1511 - (n2 - 1)10g
10

152'

where Sl and S2 are covariance estimates of [1 and [2 and nl = n2 • 13,
the number of responses;
(2) S = r (nl - 1) 51 + (nZ - 1)52]; and finally

(n1 + n
2

- 2)

(3) m = f 1 +
-(n-

1
-- -1-)

1
(nZ - 1) f

2f2 + 3p - 1 1
6 (p + 1) wi th p == ?.

For the range data, the calculations yielded

l 511 = 11~:~~~:~~ 2,:~~:~~ I = 3,880,238.68,

I S21 = 11~:jg~:~~ i:~~~:~~I = 1,562,316.27, and

I s I = ll~:~~~:~~;:i~::~iI = 5,929,657.03

A five plHce logarithm tahle (hase 10) allows approximations:
(1) 10g10 I s I = 6.193721
(2) 10g10 I S21 = 6.77302
(3) loglO I S I = 6.58885
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After perfonning the necessary arithmetic operations the value for
2

M= 2.53 and m = 0.91. Consequently, V = 5.30 < 7.81 •• X and, by
virtue of this result we conclude no significant differente exists
between 1: 1 and t 2 •

Having concluded the basic asstullptions are viable, we proceed to test
for mean comt differences between black-white versus color photography;
that is, we test for equality of mean vectors mder the hypothesis.

Ho: v = •.• where IJ = (J.I , V ) and IJ •• (IJ , IJ ) against
1 2 1 11 ,12 2 21 22

H: \.I ~ \.I •
I 1 2

fbte11ing's 12 statistic was employed in testing the above hypothesis.
For our case, the statistic reads 12 = 12 =(p,n1 + n2 - 2) (2,24)

and

T2 ;" (6.5) (-7.96,2.12)
(2,24)

- 7 •96i

J2.12;

spp

~ = Y1k - Y2k' k = 1,2, ... ,p.

The data frore the range stratum yielded the

(

' 15728.30

3798.79

I 0.00030
- (6 . 5) (- 7•96, 2. 12) I

\-0.00098

following 12:

3798.7~-1 / -7.96 )

1164.21; \ 2.12/

-0.00098 \

0.00405 i
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~ 0.3849 < 7.142 = r2
(2, 24)

We accept the null hypothesis, and conclude that no significant difference
exists between the mean counts on h1ack-white and color photogra~hy in the
ratlRe stratlllt.

In testing for mean count difference in the cultivated stratum, the basic
asstunptions are the same as those for the range strattun. Equality of
covariance matrices was tested first, using the approximate x2 statistic
V = 2.3026 mM. In this case p = 4, and n1 = n2 = 27, where: M· S2 10gl0
Isl - 26 loglO IS11 - 26 10gl0 1521 and 51' 52 are sample covariance matrices

for the two treatments; and m = .96. The detenninants of the cuI tivated
data covariance estimates follows:

245.72 133.00 -5.20 -0.32
(1) 51 I ,; 133.00 130. 08 -1.85 -0.12 = 437.91-5.20 -1. 85 9.48 0.59

-0.32 -0.12 0.59 0.04
378.50 31.36 259.71 11.31

(2) , s21 ==
31. 36 3.87 27.86 1.25 179395.62 and259. 71 27.86 755.95 51. 79 =

11.31 1. 25 S1. 79 4.40
(3) S = 1/2 S + 1/2 5 so that

1 2

312.11 82.18 127.26 5.50
Is] 82.18 66.98 13.01 0.57 176]826.40- 127.26 13.01 382. 72 26.15 =

5.50 0.57 26.15 2.22

Our calculations yielded the following:
M= 52(6.25) - 26(2.64) • 26(5.25)

. 324.79 - 68.64 - 136.50 = 119.65=
Consequently V = (2.3026)(.96)(119.65) ~ 264.49, which is greater than
1R. ::m 7 = XIO 2. Thus. we reject the null hypothes is

''0 : E = r and asstune E rI r
1 1 12 11 12
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AsslDDingE ~ E ,i t is necessary to randomlypair the observations.
11 12

Table 26, page 11 reflects the fact of randomization ltthenone ~ares
segmentnllllbers for a given samplenuni>er. Nowthe procedure for testinR
nean count difference is exactly the sameprocedure used for the Sallietest
on the 1"Iilge strattJli. The statistic is T2 :!: 10.80, 'Where T2 •

(4,52) (4,52)
13.5 02• Wecmputed 02 from this data ani ving at:

-0.87 ~0.1897 x 10-17 -0.1977 x 10-16 -0.3671 x 10-
9

0.1766 x 10-Ito.S7
02 - 2.17 0.1977 x IO-~6 0.2345 x 10-15 0.4348 x 10-8 0.5650 x 10-1 2.17

2.69 0.3671 x 10- 0.4348 x 10-8 0.5278 x 10-150.1064x 10-7 2.69
-0.06 0.1766 x 10-1 0.5650 x 10-15 0.1064 x 10-7 0.1977 0.06

The 4x4 matrix so closely approximatesthe zero matrix, that for our purposes
weshall consider it such. Thus, since T2 = 10.80 > 0 .: 13.5 02, we

(4,52)
accept the null hypothesis that no significant difference exists between
meancomts for the black-white and color photographyover the cultivated
strattln.

IV. Two-and-OneInterpreter CountComparison

A randomsampleof nearly one-third the black-white prints was selected for
reinterpretation. Theywere then randomlyassigned to the three interpreters
makinRphoto COtDlts. This exercise in reinterpretation provides an indication
of the cOlUltingconsistency between interpreters and of the cotDltingcon-
sistency of the individual interpreter.

In the cultivated stratlDD, 22, 21, and 19 photos were reinterpreted by
interpreters number1, 2 and 3, respectivelY. For the range strata, cotDlter
1 reinterpreted 59 prints; COtDlter2, 54; and cotDlter 3, 59. Thephotos to
he reinterpreted were interspersed with the regular photos during the counting
operation and were not identified as such to the COtDlter. Photos that were
reinterpreted by the person assigned the regular COtDltwere presented at
separate points in time. The comparisonsbetween interpreters are shownin
Tahles 25 through 30, pages 70-75 . Comparisonsof interpreters' CCMltS
at different times are presented in Tables 31 through 33, pages 76-80.
The data, al though 1irnited, seemto indicate that interpreter 1 had a tendency
to count morehorses and comter 2 tended to fine fewer cattle than the
other interpreters. CotDlter2 was inconsistent; classi fying someanimals as
cattle for the first interpretation and sheep for the second interpretation.
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A statistical test was nm to detennine whether COlDltersCi' i • 1, 2, 3
were comting consistently on black and white prints the nunber of cattle
(total and young) and sheep (total) in the Olltivated strana, and cattle
(total and young) in the range stratum. Por this a multivariate analysis
of vari •• ce (MV«JVA)test for meandifferences was used. 1be test involved
nmoo.ty as5igning one of three comters to a randomlychosen photo for
re-interpretation. Thus, whenC2 checked on Cb we entered mder Cl - C2the di fference in counts for that photo. Weassumedorder of count ng
inconsequential; that is, if C2 checked on Cv the entry would be the
difference C1 - C2, and if Cl Checkedon C2 the entry would be - (C2 - C1) •
C1 - C2 (see tables 34, 35, pages 79-80). The test required two further
assumptions. The first was that observation vectors are normally distributed.
The second concerns equality of covariance matrices, and this asslIIqltion
was based upon statistical evidence.

Webegin by testing in the cultivated stratull. This test concerns con-
sistency between comters and these treatments read Ci - C·, i • 1, 2, 3
j • 2, 3, 1 in that order. All tests were conducted at t~ 95 percent
significant level.

Let 1:1.' 1:2.' and 1:3 represent the covariance matrices for the populations
~). - C2,.C2 -.C3' and C3 - Cl respectively. Wetest then the hypothesis
"0' 1:1 1':2 1':].

The test statistic is:

v = 2.3026 - 1
(m -

1
n· - 11 m

1:
i-I

1
(ni - 1)

151 -

In the above statistic

nl = 17, n2 • 13, n3 • 10, P • 3, m • 3;



86.27
28.86

0.96

I5Z I • j 3:~~
0.51

I531 - 16•68
5.54
3.24

151 • 40.94
13.92
1.04
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28.86 0.96
15.37 2.45
2.45 49.47

0.29 -0.51
16.14 -0.48
-0.48 1.92

5.54 3.24
8.01 2.98
2.98 1.60

13.92 1.04
13.83 1.63
1.63 22.41

• 23972.73

* 116.18

• 0.08

• 8263.907

m
t (ni - 1) 5iwhere 5 • _i_-_1 , and '51' 52' and 53 are s~1e covariance
m
t (n. - 1) matrices.

i = 1 1

Wereject the hypothesis if t~e test statistic V exceeds the upper
fractile of the appropriate X -distribution having em - 1) pCp + 1)

2
degrees of freedom. For this case, there were 12 degrees of freedoRa.

A five-place log10 table gives the following:

(1) 10&10 1511. 4.38

(2) 10&10 1521. 2.27

(3) log10 153' - 1.10

(4) 10g10 , 5 I • 3.92

C!1cu18tions yielded V • 2.3026 (0.88)(73.60) • 148.30. Since 148.30 >
X • 21.03 we reject "0 and assuae inequality of covariance matrices.

0.05,12
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Assuning inequality of covariance matrices, the problem is the so-called
Behrens-Fisher problem. For a detailed accomt of the testing procedure
for this case see "An Introduction to ltt11tivariate Anal~' by
T. W.Andersonpages n8-122. Another reference would~e Application
of ltt1ltivariate ~is of Variance Methods"by DavidU. HIiiiiii1'6irger
publiShed by file e sensing Gro~, Research and Deft1o.-nt Bnmch,
Statistical Reporting Service, in September1971.

A c~uter programdesigned for the Behrens-Fisher problem simplified
the calculations. The condition that n1 < n2.< n3 DUSt be satisfied
for the Behrens-Fisher problem. Thus, a reortlering of treatments was
necessary. Let}.li' i • 1, Z, 3 represent the meansof the populations
Ci - Cj, i • 3, Z, 1, j • 1, 3, Z in that order. Now,nl' • 10, nZ' • 13
and n3 • 17. Rather than test the null hypothesis Hn: ),11·),12·),1 ~

the t\\'Odegrees of freedomdue to treatments were pani tiofted into slng1e
degrees of freedomorthogonal contrasts: "1: C1}.1} - Cz }.I2 - C3 }.I3 • 0
and Hz: CZ').I2 - C3' }.I3 • O.
The contrast coefficients Ci, i • I, Z, 3 for "1 are as follows: Cl D

Dl'K!, Cz • nZ'K2and C3• n3'K3 where K1• 3, K2 • 1 and K3• 1.

The resulting T2 is 3.921 with 3 variates and 9 degrees of freedom. The
tabular value for T2 • 16.766, therefore, we accept "1'

[0. OS (3,9)]
The contrast coefficients for "2 are C2' • nZ'K2' and C3' • n3' K3' with
K2' •• 17 and K3' • 13. TZ. 6.657 which is less than 13.350 (TZ ).[0.05 (3,IZO]
Hence, we accept "2 and in so doing, conclude the fI'OUP meanvectors are
equal.

The test for the range stratun differs fran the test on the 011tivated
stratun only in input data. Since counts for sheep (both total and YOOl1g)
were zero for all prints in the range stratum, the test in the range strat\lll
dealt only with total and YOtD1gcattle. Again, it was desirable to test
for equality of covariance matrices to detenrl.ne whether the basic ass~tions
were viable. The test hypothesis is fIn: !:}. 1:2 • 1:, against the alternative
Ha: 1:} ~ r 2 ~ r 3 • 51' 52 and 53 are 'the s~le covariance matrices for the
respective sample populations C1 - C2, C2 - C3, and C3 - C1• The statistic
V is as previously defined. However,in this case ~ • 31, nZ • 3S,
n3 • 42, P • 2, m• 3. The detenninants of 51' 52, 53 and 5 follow on next
page.
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1
6.28 2.171 - 2.70 (2) 1521 • /13.89 2.36/- 10.54
2.17 1.18 2.36 1.16

/
1.81 0.59 I - 0.05 (4) Is I - I 6.98 1.621. Z.96
0.59 0.22 1.62 0.8

Calculations for V yielded V - 2. 3OZ6(.97) (56.25) - 125.66. Since
125.66 > 12.59 - X2 we reject "0, and assume unequal covariance

0.05,6
matrices.

Again the Behrens-Fisher problem arose in the test of the null hypothesis
H_: 1I •• 1I • 1I. lbwever, the two degrees of freedom due to treatments--0 1 2 3
were partitioned into two othogonal contrasts: '1: CIll1 - C211

2
- C

3
113 • 0

and "2: C2'1I2 - C3'1I3 - O.

The contrast coefficients for "t are Cl - nl Kl' C2 - nZKZand C3 • n3K3
where Kl • 77, KZ- 31, and K3- 31. The resultant TZ - 5.425 ltilich is
less than TZ • 6.885. Hence, we accept "1.

[O.05(Z,30) ]

The contrast coefficients for "z are CZ' • nZKZ'and C3' • n3K3' with KZ' • 42
and K3' • 35. Calculations for TZ mder "Z yield 0.198 which is less than
TZ • 6. 772. Hence, we accept "Z and in so doing conclude the

[0.05(2,33)]
group meanvectors are equal.

The conclusions of these tests indicate there was consistency between cOlD1ters
for total and YOlUlgcattle and total sheep in the cultivated stratum, and for
total and YOl8lgcattle in the range stratum.
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EXAMPLE OF A IXlJBLE SAMPLING ESTIMA.TE

Another use of remote sensing data is in a double s~1ing esti_tor as
the cheaper 1/ source of data. In double sanpling a large s8I1Jle is
Wledfor the-cheaper (lower cost peT saq>ling mi t) data and a 5ubs.,le
of the large slDple is selected for the Jlk>recostly (higher cost per
s8q)1ing Wlit) data. InfotEtion from the larger s..,le can be used in
the saq>le selection (stratification, systematic or probability proportional
to size) or in difference, ratio or regression estimation. In the follow-
ing discussion double sampling, with regression estimation and si~le
randomsampling is considered.

Doublesaq>1ingwith regression estimation can be discussed with greater
si.Jlplicity for sillple randomsampling rather than the unequal probability
s~ling used in this survey 9/. In double sanpling, to estiD8te the
total nlJlber of a particular species-class of Ii vestock in a specific
domainor for all domains, a simple randomsample of size n is selected
from the N tmits in the population and then n' < n tDlits (the units could
be segments) are selected by siDple randoms8llpling as a subs8Jl1>leof the
n units.

If the cost ftmction involved can be approximatedby the relationship
C •• Cl n + Czn' , where C = total cost, Cl III cost per unit (seglRent)
for the cheaper data source and Cz •• cost per unit for the .,re costly
data source; then the opti.DuRsubsamplingrate frc.a the larger sanple
is approximately:

, where p is the correlation

coefficient. Although cost data are not discussed in this report, the
costs of obtaining reroote sensing data per sampling mi t could be nu::h
less than for gromd data if the data has lII.1ltiple uses such as livestock
inventory, crop identification, soil mapping, or other agricultural and
non-agricultural uses.

8/ In somecircunstances ren>te sensing data could be used as the Jlk>re
costly data source.

9/ In this survey a fonn of double samplingwas used with all the enunerative
segments in the four comty area in the larger sanple.
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For estimated totals of the J1UIIberof a particular species and class in a
particular danain or in all c:bnains, let:

Y" • the double sllllpling regression estimate,

Y' • the estimate from the sampleof size n' fran gt'OlUlddata
(re-entJIeration survey data),

X' • the estimate from the sampleof size n' from remte sensing
data and,

X = the estimate from the sample of size n fran the remte
sensing data.

The estimate of Y, the true population total, can be expressed as:

Y" • Y' + b (X - X'), where b is the estimated coefficient of
regression of y on x (the observed values of grotmddata on remote
sensed data). It is expressed as:

b •

n'
t

jzl
n'
t

j=l

(X. - X"') (Y. - V')
~ J

(X. - X,)2
J

, where X' and Y" are

estimated meansfrom samples of size n' for grOlmddata and ren>te sensed
data, respectively. As an eX8Jll>le,take n' • 27 segments. Thenall the
estimated totals and the estimated coefficient of regression are available•.
exeeot X (the estimated total for remote sensing data £Orn segments)., •.
Thus, for total cattle in the cuIti vated stratum--all domains, Y" • 271,540 +•.
2.38 (X - 108,153). For total sheep in the cultivated stratun--all domains,
~, • 45.702 + 2.42 (X - 14,252).

The variance of yt' , the estimated meanfrom double s~ling with regression
estimation, is given approximately by

Var 0"') • Var (Y.)
J

n'
[ 1 - P

2
(1 - n')] , whereVar (Y.)

[ (il)] J
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is the knownpopulation variance and p is the knowncoefficient of correlation
be~en y. and X·. This approximation holds reasonably well Vien n' is
sufficien~lY 1a~e. Whenevern is large relative to n' J n' In is near zero
and the variance for a regression estimator approaches the value Var (Y") ••
Var (Yj) (1 - P2). By substituting the estimated correlation coefficient, p

n'
for p , the variance of Y" can he approximated as a fmction of Var (Yj) •

n'
Var (V'). The relatimship of the variance of estimated totals is of course
analogous to the variances of the estimated means. Using the exampleof total
cattle in the cultivated stratum-all domains,

Var 0"') • Var (y.) .•2
J [ 1 - p ( 1 - n')]

n' [ ( n )]

• Var (y.) [ 1 - (.830)2 ( 1 - 27)]J [ ( Ii))27

• Var (y.) [ 1 - .6889 + (.6889 )(27)]J
27 [ n ]

• Var (Yj) (.3111 + 18.6003).
n27

Thus, whenn • 100, the variance of Y" from double saq>ling with regression
estimation would be about one-half the variance f1"OlDn • 27 segments for
the ground (re-emneration) data alone This statement is anologous to..
stating Var (Y") • Var (Yj)' MIenn • SO, the variance would be reduced

In'
by about one-third. For total sheep in all domainsof the cultivated strattlft

J
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Var (Y") • Var (Y.) [ 1 - (.969)2 (1 - 27)]J
27 [ ( Ii]

• Var (Y·) [ 1 - .9390 + (.9:'" )J21)~J [27

• Var (y.) (.0610 + 25.3530)
J n27

So, whenn • 100, the variance of the estimated total would be reduced
about two-thirds by using douh1e sampling with regression rather than
estimation fre. the re-enuneration survey alone. The additional cost
would be that of aerial photography and associated costs for 100 segments.
For a sample of n •• 50, the variance would be reduced approximately two-
fi fths. The approximate coefficients of variation for total cattle and
total sheep in the cultivated stratun are shownbelow for varying sample
sizes:

Re-enumerationAlone DoubleS ssion Estimation lQ./

(n • 27) (n' • 27, n • 50) (n' •• 27, n • 100)

Total cattle 32.8\

Total sheep 62.9\

27.1\

47.4\

23.1\
35.3\

10/ The coefficients of variation for double sampling are computedusing the
estimated totals from the re-en~ration survey because the double
sampling with regression estimation was not actually carried out.



Table 4.- Observed number of livestock by cultivated segments

Segment Type Cattle Sheep Swine Horses.. .. Tota1:Mature:Young Total :Mature :YoungJUJJDber of data Total:Mature:Young Total:Mature:Young

1540 : JES unadj. 62 58 ~ 0 0 36 34 2
: JES adj. 63 57 6 0 0 36 32 4
: RES 50 35 15 0 0 21 18 3
:RS 24 24 0 0 0 15 15 0
·1541 : JES tmadj. 7 7 0 0 0 0 73 73 0 4 4 0
: JES adj. 135 135 0 0 0 0 115 65 50 6 6 0
: RES 169 158 11 0 0 0 100 50 50 4 0 4
:RS 66 60 6 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
· I·1543 : JES unad j . 0 0 0 0 ~
: JES adj. 0 0 0 0
: RES 0 0 0 0
:RS 0 0 0 0
·

1544 : JES unad j . 42 39 3 0 2 2 0 2 2 0
: JES adj. 42 39 3 0 5 5 0 1 1 0
: RES 54 48 6 0 3 3 0 1 1 0
:RS 35 33 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
:

1545 : JES tmadj. 100 60 40 0 0 1 1 0
: JES adj. 100 60 40 0 0 1 1 0
: RES 131 96 35 0 0 1 1 0
:RS 31 24 7 0 0 12 12 0
··1548 : JES unad j • 0 0 0 0
: JES adj. 0 0 0 0

RES 0 0 0 0
RS 0 0 0 0

- Continued



Table 4 (Cont'd).- (bserved number of livestock by 011tivated segments

Segment Type Cattle Sheep Swine Horses
nlIlTber of data Total :Mature )oung Total :Mature :Young : Total :Mature :Yotmg : Total :Mature )OlDlg

1550 : JES tmadj. 225 206 19 2 2 0 23 23 0 7 7 0
: JES adj. 188 171 17 2 2 0 11 11 0 8 7 1
: RES 275 246 29 2 0 2 15 15 0 7 6 1
:RS 181 164 17 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 3 0
··1551 : JES unadj. 762 762 0 0 0 1 1 0

JES adj. 762 762 0 0 0 1 1 0
: RES 762 756 6 0 0 1 1 0
:RS 124 122 2 0 0 1 1 0
··1554 : JES unadj. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
: JES adj. 10 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 I

~
: RES 52 46 6 0 0 2 2 0 V1

I

: RS y (9) 18 (7) 14 (2)4 0 0 0 0 0

1556 : JES unadj. 0 0 0 0
: JES adj. 0 0 0 0

RES 0 0 0 0
RS 0 0 0 0

1558 JES unad j . 0 0 0 0
JES adj. 0 0 0 0
RES 0 0 0 0
RS 0 0 0 0

1561 JES unad j . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
JES adj. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RES 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
RS 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

- Continued
!IOnly one-half of the segment was photographed. The numbers in parentheses ( )

are the actual photo counts and the other numbers are their expansion to the se~ent level.



Table 4 (Cant 'd).- Observed mnnher of livestock by cultivated segments

Segment Type Cattle Sheep Swine Horses
nl.nmer of data . Tota1:Mature:Young Tota1:Mature:Young Tota1:Mature:Young Total :Mature:YOlmg.

2218 JES unad j . 90 81 9 3 3 a 0 0 0 4 4 0
JES adj. 90 81 9 0 a 0 0 0 0 2 2 0
RES 98 89 9 75 45 30 0 0 0 9 8 1
RS 7 7 0 30 25 5 5 5 a 1 0 1

2219 JES unad j . 156 155 1 7 7 0 2 2 0 5 5 0
JES adj. 156 155 1 7 7 0 2 2 0 5 5 0
RES 151 119 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 8 1
RS 63 60 3 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

2221 JES unad j . 989 942 47 16 11 5 0 7 7 0 I

JES adj. 989 942 47 16 11 5 0 7 7 0 ~
I: RES 1132 992 140 16 13 3 0 7 7 0

: RS 543 476 67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0..
2222 : JES unadj. 104 103 1 53 53 0 16 16 0 8 8 0

: JES adj. 104 103 1 53 53 0 16 16 0 8 8 0
RES 91 79 12 53 30 23 15 2 13 7 7 0

:RS 50 35 15 0 0 0 a 0 0 7 2 5
:

2223 : JES tmad j • 369 359 10 0 0 0 0 34 34 0
: JES adj. 395 372 23 a 0 0 0 3S 35 0

RES 416 222 194 0 0 0 0 36 36 0
RS 202 150 52 0 4 4 0 11 9 2

2225 JES unad j . 164 163 1 856 290 566 12 12 0 7 7 0
JES adj. 111 109 2 822 290 532 8 8 0 7 7 0
RES 115 109 6 605 405 200 7 7 0 8 8 0
RS 58 31 27 246 233 13 0 0 0 4 4 0

- Continued



Table 4 (Coot'd).- Observed munber of livestock by cultivated se~ents

Segment Type Cattle Sheep Swine Horses

munber of data Tota1:Mature:Young Total :~!ature :Yotmg Tota1:Mature:Young Total :Mature :Young

2227 JES unad j . 5S 50 5 0 35 27 8 5 5 0
: JES adj. 55 50 5 0 33 25 8 5 5 0

RES 56 48 8 0 27 20 7 4 4 0
:RS 37 30 7 0 0 0 0 2 2 0

2230 : JES unadj. 216 198 18 0 0 0 0 0
: JES adj. 216 198 18 0 0 0 0 0
: RES 107 91 16 0 0 4 4 0
:RS 32 32 0 0 0 1 1 0

·2231 : JES unadj. 0 0 0 0 ' .~
: JES ad j . 0 0 0 0 ~

I

: RES 0 0 0 0
:RS 0 0 0 0
··2232 : JES unadj. 0 0 0 0 68 68 0 0 0 0

JES adj. 5 4 1 0 68 68 0 0 0 0
RES 5 4 1 0 68 68 0 3 3 0
RS 0 0 0 0 5 5 0 0 0 0

2376 JES unad j . 46 45 1 0 58 9 49 7 7 0
JES adj. 70 69 1 0 59 4 55 7 7 0
RES 69 48 21 0 50 27 23 6 6 0
RS 52 40 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3394 JES unad j • 0 0 0 0
JES adj. 0 0 0 0
RES 0 0 0 0
RS 0 0 0 0

-Cont inued



Table 4 (Cont'd).- Observed m..unberof livestock by cultivated segments

Segment Type Cattle Sheep" SwIne Horses.. Total:Mature:Young Tota1:Mature:Young Total:Mature:Youngmnnber of data Total:Mature:Young

3397 JES unad j . 0 0 0 0
JES adj. 0 0 0 0
RES 0 0 0 0
RS 0 0 0 0

3399 JES unadj . 190 190 0 80 80 0 0 0 0 0
JES adj. 190 190 0 80 80 0 0 0 0 0
RES 100 100 0 115 115 0 0 4 4 0
RS 125 110 15 0 0 0 0 28 21 7

3422 JES unad j . 142 112 30 0 0 1 1 0 I

JES adj. 144 112 32 0 0 1 1 0 ~
00

RES 144 120 24 0 0 0 0 0 ,
RS 102 94 8 0 0 0 0 0



Notes Relating to Segments Listed in Table 4

Segment

1541 One tract had 0 cattle, 4 horses, and 73 swine on JES
questionnaire, but showed 154 cattle, 8 calves, 4 horses,
and 100 swine including 50 young pigs on RES. Most of
the cattle (130 head) were in a feedlot not reported in
the JES. The change was not explained by the movement
questions.

1545 One tract had 21 cattle alon~ a roadway at the time of re-
enumeration. The cattle were not reported in the JES and
apparently were not in the tract at f1i~ht time.

1550 Sixty-six cattle includin~ 19 calves were reported in the
JES for one tract but for the JES in~t were punched as
zeros. The data are included in Table 1 as ~nched (zeros)
to reflect all sources of errors in the processed JES. The
tract reported 93 cattle inc1udin~ 17 calves in RES.

1551 One tract was a refusal during both the JES and RES. This
tract contained a two-acre feedlot in which 750 cattle
were estimated. Subsequent aerial photo~aphy indicated
substantially fewer cattle in the feedlot.

1554 Because se~nt boundaries were not fenced, 130 cattle could
have been in or out of the segment at flight time. None of
these cattle were reported in the JES. For the RES, 52 cattle
including six calves were prorated by areas in the segment.
Because no Ii vestock were reported in the JES, one of the
two possible flight lines was selected for photographic
covera~e. Thus, the RESreport is based on a proration and
the RScount is based on a two-times expansion.

2218 For one tract no sheep were reported in the JES but 75 were
reported in the RES. Followup indicated the sheep were in
the tract at the time of June enumeration.

2221 .TESreported 56 cattle for one tract. RESindicated seven
cattle in the tract but movementquestions did not reveal any
cattle to have been moved from the segment hetween the two
surveys. These 49 head were later verified by a fo11owup.
Incorrect delineation of photo~raphs missed the feedlot con-
taining the seven head. One large feedlot in danain A had
more than three-fourths the cattle in this segment.

-39-
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Segment

2225 One tract had 430 total sheep including 230 lambs in JES,
but RESshowedonly 215 sheep including 30 lambs. Followup
revealcd that 200 lambs were marketed betw~en the two surveys
which were not reported on the RESmovementquestions. In
another tract, 266 total sheep (all lambs) were reported in
.ms. RESreported 240 total sheep of which only 100 were
lambs•. JF.S data should have been correctly enumerated as
260 total sheep including 126 lambs.

2230 The .rES reported 66 cattle for one tract and RESonly 20
with the difference not reported in the movementquestions.
A followup found 46 mature cattle had been sold between
surveys. Other tracts in this segment had someproblems
because livestock that could moveacross segment boundaries
were not prorated in JES. For RES, these livestock were
prorated hy land area.

3399 The operator of one tract could not be contacted for re-
em.uneration. His wife reported 100 cattle • .YESshowed
190 cattle and the photo carnt indicates this was probably
the m.unberpresent at the time of flight. Black and white
print photo counts found no sheep, while the color trans-
parency interpretation revealed 127 mature sheep.. JF.S
inHcated 80 sheep, RES115.



Table 5.- Observed number of livestock by range segments

Segment Type Cattle Sheep Swine Horses
number of data Tota1:Mature:Young Total:Mature:Young Tota1:Mature:Young Tota1:Mature:Youn~.. . .

1156 JES unadj. 323 298 25 0 0 0
JES adj. 323 298 25 0 0 0
RES 393 303 90 0 0 0
RS 148 140 8 0 0 ()

1158 JES unad j • 150 90 60 0 0 0
JES adj. 150 90 60 0 0 0
RES 181 91 90 0 0 0
RSij (32) (22) (10)

96 66 30 0 0 0 I
~~

2274 JES unad j • 0 900 500 400 0 0 I

JES adj. 0 900 500 400 0 0
RES 0 0 0 0 0 0
RS 0 0 0 0 0 0

2325 JF.5unadj. 0 0 0 0 0 0
(fields JES adj. 51 0 51 0 0 0
1, 2, 5) RES 102 51 51 0 0 0

RS 0 0 0 0 0 0

2325 JES unadj. 748 438 310 0 0 0 0 0
(fields JES adj. 747 437 310 0 0 0 0 0
3, 4, 8) RES 567 387 180 0 0 0 0 0

RS 240 200 40 0 0 3 3 0

- Continued
1/ Only one-third of the segment was photographed. The munbers in parentheses ( ) are

the actual photo counts and the other numbers are their expansion to the segment level.



Table 5 (Cont'd).- Observed number of livestock by range se.gments

Segment Type Cattle Sheep Swine Horses.. .. . . : Tota(Mature )oungrnnnber of data Total :Mature :Young Tota1:Mature:Young Tota1:Mature:Young

2326 JES unad j . 300 160 140 0 0 0
JES adj. 300 160 140 0 0 0
RES 300 160 140 0 0 0
RS 57 42 15 0 0 0

2327 JES unad j . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
JES adj. 44 23 21 0 0 0 0 0
RES 44 23 21 0 0 0 0 0
RSY (59) (58) (1) (5) (4) (1)

118 116 2 0 0 10 8 2
•4ao

2330 JES unad j • 315 306 9 45 45 0 1 1 0 6 6 0 N,
JES adj. 179 153 26 45 45 0 1 1 0 6 6 0
RES 308 291 17 50 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RS 265 195 70 45 45 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

2331 JES unad j . 0 0 0 0
JES adj. 0 0 0 0
RES 0 0 0 0
RS 0 0 0 0

2332 JES unad j • 0 0 0 0 0 0
JES adj. 0 0 0 0 0 0
RES 0 0 0 0 0 0
RSY (4) (4)

72 72 0 0 0 0

- Continued
2/ Only one- half of the seronent was photographed. TI1e ~ers in parentheses ( ) are the actual

photo count and the other numbers are their expansion to the segment level.
3/ Only one-eighteenth of the segment was photographed. The numbers in parentheses ( ) are the actual

photo count and the other numbers are their expansion to the segment level. On later examination of the
photography the four mature cattle could not be found.



Table 5 (Cont ;d).- Observed number of livestock by ran~e segments

Segment Type Cattle Sheep Swine Horses
JUJlTlher of data Total:Mature:Young Total:Mature:Young Total:Mature:Young Total:Mature:Young.. '

2333 JES unad j . 260 160 100 0 0 0
JES adj. 260 160 100 0 0 0
RES 0 0 0 0 0 0
RS 35 23 12 0 0 0

2339 JES unad j . 0 0 0 0 0 0
JES adj. 0 0 0 0 0 0
RES 250 250 0 0 0 0
RS 0 0 0 0 0 0

I
~
lJol
I



Notes Relating to SegmentsListed in Table 5

Segment

1156 The ,JF.Sshould have shown210 total cattle incll.1din~ 70
calves tor one field instead of 140 total cattle and no
calves.

1158 This se~ent was selected for only one-third photo covera~e
because no livestock were reported on JES by the enumerator.
Subsequently 150 cattle were edited into the JES question-
naire. The editing was quite reasonable with respect to the
RES,but lack of canplete photo coveraRe limits evaluation
of RSdata.

2274 Sheep reported in this segment for JES were never in the
se~t. The entire segmentwas in danain C.

2327 For RES260 cattle were prorated by area to 44 head in the
se~ent because the animals were free to cross se~nt
botmdaries. Photographywas obtained for only one-half the
area. This area seems to have included most of the cattle.

2330 The JES showedone tract reported cattle could moveacross
the se~ent boundary. The RF.Sfound all cattle were outside
the segment. For another tract, the JES reported movementof
205 cattle fran the segmentwhile at the same time showing
205 head inside the tract. The .YESalso reported 205 head
inside the tract.

2332 Since no livestock were reported in the ,JESthis segmentwas
selected for only one-eighteenth photo coverage. Four cattle
were counted in this flight line on the aerial photos and
expanded to 72 head for the segment. However, in reviewing
this photo~aphy the four cattle were not located. Because
the methods of data collection were to be evaluated, the RS
data was not altered.

2333 JES reported 260 cattle in the segment. RESindicated that
these cattle were never in the segment. I-bwever,RSdata
indicates someanimals were present.

2339 Nolivestock were reported in the JES or detected on the
aerial photography. The RESreported 250 cattle.

-44-
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Table 6.- Estimated numbers of 1ivestock--cu1tivated stratum and domain A

Species
class

..hIDeemunerative
(unadjusted) Y

June
: enumerative: Reenumer-
:(adjusted for: at ion
: movement)

Photo
counts
(black

and white)
Cultivated stratum

257,821 265,457
244,334 250,463

13,487 14,994
Cattle - total

adult
young

Sheep - total
ach.1l t
YOlmg

Swine - total
adult
young

Horses - total
adult
young

(264,897)
(247,463)

(17,434)
(46,760)
(20,508)
(26,252)
(13,328)
(10,707)

(2,621)
(6,746)
(6,603)

(143)

49,334
23,082
26,252
16,730
11,857

4,873
10,162

9,978
184

47,495
22,806
24,689
18,047
10,320

7,727
10,164

9,748
416

(total)
271,540
230,013

41,527
45,702
31,401
14,301
16,121
10,187

5,934
10,268

9,622
646

108,153
92,465
15,688
14,252
13,195

1,057
1,238
1,238

o
6,285
5,228
1,057

Cattle - total
adu1 t
YOlmg

Sheep - total
adult
young

Swine - total
adult
young

Horses - total
adult
YOlmg

144,740
140,835

3,905
20,002

4,554
15,448
12,725

7,852
4,873
3,111
3,111

o

Domain A
142,162
138,603

3,559
26,944
13,059
13,885
12,293

6,868
5,425
3,435
3,295

140

y
152,757
142,193

10,564
27,910
18,620
9 ,290

11 ,196
7,564
3,632
3,411
2,949

462

57,299
49,901

7,398
5,885
5,288

597
1,151
1,151

o
974
882

92

-Continued1/ Estimated numher of fields: Domain A-4803
1/ Data shown in parenthesis ( ) are expanded rn.unbersfor all June eJU.D1lerative

se~nts in the four county survey area.
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Tahle 6 (Cont'd).- Estimated munhers of livestock--domains Hand (

Species
class

.June emunerative
(1 mad.iustcd)

June
emunerative

:(adjusted for:
movement)

H----:--rh()t(l ---
Reem.oner- count

;1tion I hi ;1('

and wh J I.'J

Cattle - total 67,190
adult 61,660
young 5,530

Sheep - total 5,885
adult 5,655
young 230

Swine - total 4,005
adult 4,005
young 0

Horses - total 4,241
adult 4,057
young 184

Cattle - total 0
adult 0
young 0

Sheep - total 3,678
adul t 3,678
yamg 0

Swine - total 0
adult 0
yolmg 0

llorses - total 0
adult 0
young 0

Ilomain R 1/
52,272
55,707
-3,435

5,609
5,379

230

5,754
3,452
2,302
4,150
3,966

184

Domain C 11
o
o
o

3,678
3,678

o

o
o
o
o
o
o

54,047 10,1 S
40,656 9,5 7
n,391 )"R

12,505 q q

7,494 <1 .~)

5,011 4"f)

4,925 ()

2,623 I)

2,302 ()

2,952 1 ,~'·2
2,952 1,7 0

0 '2

2,131 0
2,131 n

0 0
5,287 n
5,287 n

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0 ()

0 ()

0 [)

1/ Estimated munber of fields: Domain R-2017, Domain C-904.
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Table 6 (Cont 'd). Estimated numhers of 1ivestock--domains D and E
.June . Photo.

Species June enumerative : entmlerative : Reenumer.., counts
class (unadjusted) :(adjusted for: ation (hlack

movement) and white)

Domain D 1/
Cattle - total 9,249 9,249 10,893 4,699

adult 7,634 7,633 9,926 4,557
young 1,615 1,616 967 142

Sheep - total 0 0 0 0
adult 0 0 0 0
yoong 0 0 0 0

Swine - total 0 0 0 0
adult 0 0 0 0
young 0 0 0 0

Horses - total 508 691 507 92
adult 508 691 507 92
young 0 0 0 0

Domain E 1/
Cattle - total 36,642 61,774 51,712 35,980

adult 34,205 48,520 35,107 28,430
young 2,437 13,254 16,605 7,550

Sheep - total 19,769 11 ,264 0 7,448
adu1 t 9,195 690 0 7,448
young 10,574 10,574 0 0

Swine - total 0 0 0 87
adult 0 0 0 87
young 0 0 0 0

Horses - total 2,302 1,888 3,398 3,357
adult 2,302 1,796 3,214 2,484
young 0 92 184 873

1/ Estimated ntmlber of fields: Domain 0-4455, Domain E-44,527.
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Table 7.- Estimated nurnbers of livestock- -range stratum
June Photo

Species June emunerative : enumerative : Reenumer- cmmt 5
. class (unadjusted) :(adjusted for: at ion (black

movement) and white)

('..attle- total (27,507) 29,614
Ran~e stratum

49,895 27 ,0483 ,710
adu1 t (17,862) 19,751 20,781 37,030 23,507
young (9,645) 9,863 12,989 12,865 3,541

Sheep - total (6,661) 6,661 6,661 522 470
adult (3,909) 3,909 3,909 522 470
young (2,752) 2,752 2,752 0 0

Swine - total (10) 10 10 0 0
adu It (10) 10 10 0 a
young (0) 0 0 0 0

lIorses total (63) 63 63 0 1,168
adult (63) 63 63 0 939
young (0) 0 0 0 229

1/ Data shown in parentheses ( ) are expanded rnunbers for all June
enumerative segments in the four county survey areas.
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Tahle 8 (Cont'd).- Ohserved numhers of livestock- -domains RandC
June Photo

Species June em.unerative em..unerative Reenumer- counts
class (unadjusted) :(adjusted for: at ion (hlack

rnovement) and white)
noma in B 1/

Cattle - total 903 7~ 808 155
adul t 844 821 650 142
youn$! 59 -38 158 13

Sheep - total 72 69 144 10
adult 67 64 88 5
young 5 5 56 5

Swine - total 87 125 107 0
adu It 87 75 57 0
youn$! 0 SO so 0

Horses total 52 52 38 19
adult SO SO 38 18
young 2 2 0 1

Domain C 1/
Cattle total 0 0 21 0

adult 0 0 21 0
yotlng 0 0 0 0

Sheep - total 80 80 115 0
adul t 80 80 115 0
young 0 0 0 0

Swine - total 0 0 0 0
adu1 t 0 0 0 0
young 0 0 0 0

Horses total 0 0 0 0
adult 0 0 0 0
young 0 0 0

Y Observed number of fields: fumain B-28, Domain C-12.
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Table 8 (Cont 'd).- Observed munbers of livestock--danains D and E
June Photo

Species June enumerative : enumerative : ReentDl1er- counts
class (unadjusted) :(adjusted for: at ion (black. movement) and white).

Domain D Y
Cattle - total 133 133 160 82

adult 113 113 149 79
young 20 20 11 3

Sheep - total 0 0 0 0
adu 1t 0 0 0 0
YOlmg 0 0 0 0

Swine - total 0 0 0 0
adult 0 0 0 0
young 0 0 0 0

Horses - total 6 10 8 1
adult 6 10 8 1
young 0 0 0 0

Domain E Y
Cattle - tota 1 568 848 707 536

adult 529 687 502 438
YOlUlg 39 161 205 98

Sheep - total 430 245 0 162
adult 200 15 0 162
young 230 230 0 0

Swine - total 0 0 0 1
adult 0 0 0 1
young 0 0 0 0

llorses - total 28 21 40 52
adult 28 20 38 39
young 0 1 2 13

1/ Observed number of fields: Domain D-62, Domain E-666.
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Table 9. - Observed numbers of livestock--range stratum

June Photo
Species June enumerative enumerative : Reenumer- counts
class (unadjusted) : (adjusted for: ation (black

-_._----- movement) and whi tel

Ranpe stratum
Cattle - total 2,096 2~'054 2,145 1,031

adult 1,452 1,321 1,556 854
young 644 733 589 177

Sheep - total 945 945 50 45
adult 545 545 50 45
YOIIng 400 400 0 0

Swine - total 1 1 0 0
adu1 t 1 1 0 0
YCAtng 0 0 0 0

lforses - total 6 6 0 14
adu 1t 6 6 0 12
young 0 0 0 2
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Tahle 10.- Coefficients of variation for estimated livestock totals--
cultivated stratl~

Type of Estimated Standard Coefficient
data variance deviation of variation

Total cattle
JES - all 4,669,337,250 68,333 25.8JES cOOlp. - unadj. 7,385,317,371 . 85,938 33.3JES compo - adj. 7,407,099,513 86,065 ~2.4RES 7,923,958,326 89,017 32.8RS 961,411,410 :n ,007 28.7

Calves
.JF.S all 23,419,800 4,839 27.8JES - compo - unadj. 24,424,902 4,942 36.6JES- canp. - adj. 27,101,385 5,206 34.7RES 338,260,563 18,392 44.3
RS 31,329,936 5,597 35.7

Total sheep
JES- all 1,575,341,685 39,691 84.9JES ccrnp. - unadj. 1,554,211,395 39,423 79.9.JES - compo - adj . 1,435,752,270 37,891 79.8RES 826,739,838 28,753 62.9RS 132,939,306 11 ,530 80.9

Lambs
JES - all 6,769,912 2,602 9.9JES compo - unadj. 6,767,294 2,601 9.9.rES compo - adj • 5,978,483 2,445 9.9RES 925,091 962 6.7
RS 5,475 74 7.0

Total swine
JES - all 29,535,621 5,435 40.8JES compo unadj. 47,161,806 6,867 41.0JES - compo adj. 62,419,784 7,901 43.8RES 48,344,203 6,953 43.1
R~ 368,343 607 49.0

1/ Coefficient of variation reported in percent is the standard deviatiol
divided by the mean x 100.
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Table 10 (Cont'd).- Coefficients of variation for estimated livestock
tota1s--cu1tivated stratum

Type of Estimated Standard Coefficient
data variance deviation of variation y

JES - all 5,172,625
Youn~ swine

86.8,274
JES - canp. - unadj. 20,307,785 4,506 92.5
JES canp. - adj. 29,905,898 5,469 70.8
RES 10,384,023 3,222 54.3
RS 0 0 0

Total horses
JES - all 5,456,217 2,336 34.6
JES - compo unadj. 19,228,400 4,385 43.2
JES - compo adj. 19,800,216 4,450 43.8
RES 13,532,975 3,679 35.8
RS 5,308,763 2,304 36.7

Colts
JES- all 10,838 104 72.7
.JF.S- c<Jllp.- unadj . 33,911 184 100.0
.YES - compo - adj • 136 ,560 370 88.9
RES 91,649 303 46.9
RS 327,946 573 54.2

1/ Coefficient of variation reported in percent, is the standard deviation
divided by the mean x 100.
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TaMe 11.- Coefficients of variation for estbnated livestock totals--
domain A, cultivated stratl.D1l

Type of Estimated Standard Coefficient
data variance deviation of variation 1/

Total cattle
JES - compo - unadj. 6,499,827,406 80,622 55.7
.JF.S c (JIln • - adj . 6,516,802,268 80,727 56.8
RES 7,004,155,391 83,691 54.8
RS 557,824,024 23,618 41.2

Calves
JES - compo - unadj. 5,834,282 2,415 61.8
.ms compo adj. 6,285,020 2,507 70.4
RES 22,603,636 4,754 45.0
RS 10,005,138 3,163 42.8

Total sheep
.ms compo - unadj. 385,605,614 19,637 98.2
.rES - compo - adj . 706,060,449 26,572 98.6
RES 776,719,674 27,870 99.0
RS 19,373,240 4,402 74.8

Lambs
.ms - compo - unadj • 240,899,815 15,521 100.5
.JES - compo - adj. 194,919,196 13,961 100.5
RES 86,185,357 9,284 99.9
RS 1,391,369 1,180 197.7

Total swine
JES COffin. unadj. 35,033,117 5,919 46.5
JF.S compo adj. 35,462,568 5,955 48.4
RES 27,694,869 5,263 47.0
RS 1,134,792 1,065 92.5

Young swine
JES - compo - unadj. 17,036,709 4,128 84.7
JF.S compo - adj. 20,857,423 4,567 84.2
RES 4,054,214 2,014 55.5
RS 984,318 902

1/ Coefficient of variation reported in percent, is the standard deviation
divided by the mean x 100.
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Table 11 (Cont'd).- Coefficients of variation for estimated livestock
tota1s--domain A, cultivated stratlrn

Type of
data

Estimated
variance

Standard
deviation

Coefficient
of variation 1/

Total horses
.JES COOlP. - unadj. 369,948 608
JFA<;- COOlP.- adj. 398,718 631
RES 333,859 578
RS 697 ,911 835

Colts
JES - compo - unadj. 984,318 992
.rES - compo - adi. 880,787 939
RES 911,017 954
RS 973,973 987

19.5
18.4
16.9
85.7

670.7
206.5

1072.8

1/ Coefficient of variation reported in percent, is the standard deviation
divided by the mean x 100.
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Tah1e 12.- Coefficients of variation for estUnated livestock totals--
domain R, cultivated stratlUl1

Type of Estimated Standard C:oefficient
data variance deviation of variation t!

Total cattle
JES - compo - tmad j . 791,256,013 28,129 . 41.9
JES - canp. - adj. 210,556,308 14,511 27.8
RES 251,584,101 15,861 29.3
RS 12,943,924 3,598 35.4

Calves
JES - compo - unad j . 15,647,799 3,956 71.5
JES compo - adj. 108,181,938 10,401 302.8
RES 50,003,599 7,071 52.8
RS 482,364 695 116.2

- unadj.
Total sheep

.fl:S- canp. 23,062,180 4,802 81.6

.IRS - compo - adj. 23,220,226 4,819 85.9
RES 64,921,847 8,057 64.4
RS 726,378 852 92.7

Lamhs
.TES - compo - unadj. 331,790 576 250.4
.TES - compo - adj. 331,790 576 250.4
RES 10,241,395 3,200 63.9
RS 284,212 533 115.9

Total swine
.n:s compo unad j . 10,925,216 3,305 82.5
JES - canp. - adj. 27,038,649 5,200 90.4
RES 20,391,597 4,516 91.7
RS 265,205 515

Total horses
JES ccmp. - tmadj. 5,684,131 2,384 56.2
.TES - ccmp. - adj • 5,006,025 2,237 53.9
RES 3,723,461 1,930 65.4
RS 1,403,740 1,185 63.6

!I Coefficient of variation reported in percent, is the standard deviation
divided by the mean x 100.
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lahle 13.- Coefficients of variation for estimated livestock totals--
domain D, cultivated strattun

Type of Estimated Standard Coefficient
data variance deviation of variation 1/...

Total cattle
JES - camp. - unadj. 20,832,448 4,564 49.3
JES - compo - adj. 20,832,448 4 ,564 49.3
RES 47,160,305 6,867 63.0
RS 8,662,793 2,943 62.6

Calves
.YES camp. unadj. 1,417,405 1,191 737.0
JES - camp. adj. 1,417,405 1,191 737.0
RES 994,671 997 103.1
RS 1,190,023 1,091 768.3

Total horses
JES - cOOlp. - unadj. 1,258,814 1,122 220.9
JES compo - adi. 1,296,107 1 ,138 164.7
RES 1,065,685 1,032 203.6
RS 1,175,291 1,084 1178.3

1/ Coefficient of variation reported in percent, is the standard deviation
divided by the mean x 100.
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Table 14.- Coefficients of variation for estimated livestock totals--
domain E, cultivated stratum

Type of Estimated Standard r.oefficient
data variance deviation of variation 1/

Total cattle
JES - compo - unadj. 386,238,633 19,653 53.6JES - compo - adj. 710,667,587 26,658 43.2
RES 48.7,090,324 22,070 42.7
RS 173,112,149 13,157 36.6

Calves
JES - compo - unadj. 55,936,512 7,479 306.9
.1£S - canp. - adj. 92,571,257 9,621 72.6
RES 83,239,812 9,124 54.9
R~ 43,177 ,523 6,571 87.0

Total horses
JES - cOYTTp.- unadj. 53,581,271 7,320 318.0
.ms - camp. - adj. 53,535,636 7,317 387.6
RES 52,142,225 7,221 212.5
RS 58,928,115 7,676 228.7

Colts
JES - compo - unadj. . 63,026,078 7,939..
.JES - compo - adj. 62,645,989 7,915 8603.3
RES 62,282,856 7,892 4289.1
R<; 61,177,440 7,822 896.0

1/ Coefficient of variation reported in percent, is the standard deviation
divided by the mean x 100.
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Tahle 15.- Coefficients of variation for estimated livestock totals
range stratum

Type of Estimated Standard Coefficient
data variance deviation of variation 1/

Total cattle
.reS - all 65,963,519 8,122 29.5
.JF.S- compo - unadj. 106,656,140 10,327 34.9
JES - compo - adj. 102,668,266 10,133 30.0
RES 335,391,270 18,314 36.7
RS 183,424,211 13,543 50.1

Calves
JES - all 17,304,983 4,160 43.1
.YES - compo - unadj. 18,847,292 4,341 44.0
JES - canp. - adj. 19,048,558 4 ,364 33.6
RES 32,566,649 5,707 44.4
RS 3,260,375 1,806 51.0

Total sheep
JES - all 38,297 ,511 6,188 92.9
.JES - COlTtTl. - unadj. 38,168,467 6,178 92.7
.YES - canp. - adj. 38,168,467 6,178 92.7
RES 272,484 522 100.0
RS 220,712 470 100.0



Tahle 16.- Correlation coefficient matrices--total cattle

Type of
data

Photo counts
(hlack and white)

(RS)

Reenumeration
(RES)

June emDllcrative
: (adjusted for movemcnt)

(.JF.S - adi.)

.996**

.999**

.737U

1.000U

.667U

.863**

:I\: Significantly different from zero at thc five percent level.
** Significantly different from zero at the one percent level.
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Table 17.- Correlation coefficient matrices--yotmg cattle

Type of
data

Photo COtmts
(hlack and white)

(RS)

Reenumeration
(RES)

June enumerative
:(ad;usted for movement)
•. (.TFS - Cldi.)

.973**

.976**

.446*

1 .000**

.671**

.848**

* Si~ificantly different from zero at the five percent level.
** Si~ificant1y different from zero at the one percent level.
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Tahle 18.- Correlation coefficient matrices--total sheep

Type of
data

Photo counts
(hlack and white)

(RS)

Reenumeration
(RES)

.June enumerative
:(adiusted for JOOvement)
: . (.JF.S - ad;').' .

1.000'"

1. OOOu

.998**

1.000**

* Significantly different from zero at the five percent level.
". Significantly different from zero at the one percent level.
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Table 19.- Correlation coefficient matrices--young sheep

Type of
data

Photo counts
(black and white)

(RS)
Reenumeration

(RES)

June enumerative
:(adiusted for movement)
.. (.TFS ad.i .)

----------------------------.---.- - ---

1.000**

1.000**

1.000**

** Si~ificantly different fran zero at the one percent level.
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Tahle 20.- Correlation coefficient matrices--total swine

Type of
data

Photo counts
(hlack and white)

(RS)
Reem.uneration

(RES)
June enumerative

:(adjusted for movement)
(.rns - a<l j .)

.971**

.995**

.996**

** Significantly different from zero at the one percent level.
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Table 21. - Correlation coefficient rnatrices- -YOlmg swme

Type of
data

Photo counts
(hlack and white)

(RS)
Reem.ll1eration

(RES)

June em.unerative
:(ad;usted for movement)
.. (.ms - adj .)

.907U

1.000U

•• Si~ificant1y different fr<JTlzero at the one percent level.



Tahle 22. - Correlation coefficient rnatrices--total horses

Type of
data

Photo counts
(hlack and white)

(RS)

Reemnneration
(RES)

June enumerative
: (adjusted for movement)

(JES - adj.)

.999**

.969**

.998**

.894**

.982**

I: Significantly different from zero at the five percent level.
** Significantly different from zero at the one percent level.
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Tahle 23. - Correlation coefficient matrices--votlnr horse's

Type of
data

Photo counts
(h1ack and white)

(RS)
Reemunerat ion

(RES)

.June ('monera t iv,'
:(ad;usted for movp:lent)
: . (.TI:S - adi.)

-------------------------.-- ----,-_.- --------- --_.

CuI tivated stratton

RES
JES adj.
JES - unadj.

RES
.TI:S adj .
.JES unadj •

RES
.JES - adj .
.JES - unad.i •

-.091
-.080
- •071

.351
-.053

.000

- •061
-.06]

.000

All domains
.791**
.784**

Domain A
. ~H4*
.000

Doma in E
I.O(JO**

.000

.noo

.()on

* Si~nificantly different from zero at the five percent level.
** Significantly different from zero at the one percent level.
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Table 24.- Livestock connts for cultivated stratum from color
transparencies and hlack and white prints

Se~nt AVera~e number counted Number counted on
on color transparencies black and white printsmunher

Total cattle Youn~ cattle Total cattle Youn~ cattle
1540 3.5 0 3 0
1545 28.5 7.0 23 7
1550 3.0 0 22 2
2218 3.0 0 3 0
2219 14.0 1.0 16 1
2221 57.5 3.0 59 59
2222 32.0 1.5 27 0
2223 48.0 1.5 36 9
3399 68.0 7.0 39 3
Total 257.5 21.0 228 81

Total sheep Young sheep Total sheep Young sheep
2225 70.5 9.0 16 1
3399 127.0 6.5 0 0
Total 197.5 15.5 16 1

Total swine Young swine Total swine Young swine
1540 2.0 0 0 0

Total horses Young horses Total horses Young horses
1545 12.0 0 12 0
3399 0 0 5 0
Total 12.0 0 17 0
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Table 25.- Livestock Cffilntsfor range stratum from color
transparencies and black and white prints

Segment Average m.unher counted Nlunber counted on
numher on color transparencies black and white prints

Total cattle Young cattle Total cattle Young cattle
1156 . 116.5 12.5 50 5.
1158 1/: 426.0 147.0 388 90
2326 8.0 1.0 19 5
2330 255.7 15.0 235 26
2333 0 0 29 11
2335 43.0 1.7 31 7
Total 849.2 177.2 752 144

1/ This sepment had special photography which evidently duplicated many
areas in the segment. It is shown only as a comparison between comparahle
color and black and white photography.



Table 26.- ~~ltivariate data--range stratum
Treatment 1 - B-W photography Treatment 2 color photography

Sample Segment Cattle Sheep Cattle Sheepnumber numher
Total Young Total Young Total Young Total Young,

1 1156 50 5 0 0 116.5 12.5 0 0
2 1158 380 96 0 0 426 147 0 0
3 2274 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 2326 19 5 0 0 8 1 0 0
5 2330 235 26 0 0 254 15 0 0
6 2331 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 2333 29 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,

~
8 2339 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

•...
"

9 2325(1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 2325(2) 0 0 0 a 0 a 0 0
11 2325(3) 12 6 0 0 a a 0 a
12 2325(4) 19 1 a 0 43 2 0 0
13 2325 (5) 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0



Tarle 27.- ~ultivariate data·-cu1tivated strattw
Treatment 1 - B-1\' ohotography Treatment 2 - color photography

Segment Cattle Sheep Sample Cattle Sheep Se~nt
ntunber rnwber munber

Total YOlUlg Total YOlUlg Total Young Total Young
1556 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 70.5 9 2225
1545 23 7 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1558
1540 3 0 0 0 3 32 0 0 0 2222
2225 0 0 16 1 4 57.5 3 0 0 2221
1561 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 1544
2231 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 0 0 2218
2222 27 0 0 0 7 68 7 127 6.5 3399
2221 59 59 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 1548
1541 0 0 0 0 9 48 1.5 0 0 2223
3394 0 0 0 0 10 3 0 0 0 1550 ,
2230 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 3394 ....•

N

12
,

1558 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2232
2227 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 2230
1544 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 2376
2232 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 1541
1543 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 1561
1548 0 0 0 0 17 14 1 0 0 2219
2218 3 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 1543
1551 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 2227
2376 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 1551
2219 16 1 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 3397
1554 0 0 0 0 22 0 0 0 0 3422
3397 0 0 0 0 23 285 7.0 0 0 1545
3399 39 3 0 0 24 0 0 0 0 1554
1550 22 2 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 1556
2223 36 9 0 0 26 3.5 0 0 0 1540
3422 0 0 0 0 27 0 0 0 0 2231
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Table 28.- Comparison of photo cOllnts--interpreters 1 and 2

Species Interpreter 1
Total Young

Interpreter 2
Total YOlmg

Cultivated stratlUn 1/
Cattle 521 35 SU"S 12
Sheep 160 0 191 29
Swine 0 0 0 0
Horses 33 7 2 0

Range stratum 2/
Cattle 80 18 - 60 11
Sheep 0 0 0 0
Swine 0 0 0 0
Horses 0 0 0 0

1/ Includes 17 comparisons (six excluding zeros).
7/ Includes 33 comparisons (follrexcluding zeros).
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Tahle 2~.- Comparison of photo counts--interpreters 1 and ~
-----------------------.---------------- -, ~~.-

Interpreter 1Species

Cattle
Shccp
Swine
Horses

Total

~21
III
o

20

Yotm~

Cultivated
72

5
o

14

Interpreter ~
Total

stratmn 1/
344

(l

4
2

57
n
n
(l

Ca tt 1e
Sheep
Swine
Ilorses

122
45

o
1

Range
17
o
o
o

stratum 2/
137

47
o
1

12
o
a
n

1/ Includes 13 c<:J1lflarisons(eight excluding zeros).
II Includes 37 comparisons (ten excludinf! zeros).
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Tahle 30.- Comparison of photo counts--interprcters 2 and 3

Species Interpreter 2
Total Young

Interpreter 3
Total Youn~

wltivated stratlU'll1/
Cattle 19 0 t6" 13
Sheep 0 0 17 4
Swine 0 0 0 0
Horses 3 0 13 10

Range stratlU'll2/
Cattle 32 1 - 37 4
Sheep 0 0 0 0
Swine 0 0 0 0
Ilorses 0 0 0 0

1/ Includes 10 conparisons (two excludinr. zeros).
I/ Includes 46 comparisons (two excluding zeros).
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Tahle 31.- Comparison of photo counts--interpreter 1 at different times

Species

Cattle
Sheep
Swine
Horses

Cattle
Sheep
Swine
Horses

First interpretation Second interpretation
Total Young Tota 1 Young

Cultivated stratl..UIl1/
31 4 30- 9

2 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0

Range stratl..Ul12/
37 9 -33 5

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

1/ Includes four comparisons (three excluding zeros).
I/ Includes 23 comparisons (five excludinp, zeros).
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Tahle 32.- COJl1Tl3risonof photo counts--interpreter 2 at different times

1/ Includes 9 comparisons (three excludinr. zeros).
1/ Includes 16 ccrnparisons (zero excluding zeros).
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Tahle 33.- Comparison of photo c~lnts--interpreter 3 at different times

Species First interpretation Second interpretation
Total Young Total Youn~

Cultivated stratum 1/
Ca ttle 43 3 43- 6
Sheep 0 0 0 0
Swine 0 0 0 0
Horses 1 0 1 0

Range stratmn 2/
Cattle 28 6 -25 0
Sheep 0 0 0 0
Swine 0 0 0 0
Ibrses 1 0 1 0

1/ Includes 9 comparisons (one excluding zeros)
1/ Includes 17 comparisons (four excluding zeros).



Table 34.- ~~VA data for range strattnTI

Sample C1 C2 Sample C2 C3 SarnoIe C3 - C1
number Total Young ntnnher Total Young number Total Young

1 10 1 1 6 a 1 3 0
2 10 6 2 -4 -1 2 -8 -3
3 2 0 3 -16 0 3 0 0
4 0 a 4 -1 0

5 -1 -1
6 -2 -1
7 12 6 42 0 0

31 0 0 8 1 0
9 0 0

I
'-J35 0 0 1.0
I



Table 35.- M4\N0VAdata for cultivated stratum

Sample
number

C1 - C2

Cattle Sheep
Total Youn~ Total Youn~

Cattle
Total Young

C3 - C1
Sheep Cattle = Shee2

Total Youn~: Total YOWl~: Total : Young
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
IS
16
17

o
16
o

20
-27

a

o

2
10
o

13
-2

o

o

o
a

-31
o
o
o

o

o
o

-29
o
o
o

o

-3
o

-6
-7
o

-4
. -1

-2
o

o

o
a
3

-2
12
5

-5
2
o

o

6
13
o
a
o
o
o
o
o

o

5
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

1
-8
o

o

-5
-8
o

o

o
-17

o

o

o
-4
o

o
I

coo
I



APPENflIX I
Specifications for Aerial Photography

1969 Idaho Aerial Photo Livestock SUrvey

The project for which this photography is to be taken involves the inventorY
of livestock on a part of the Snake River Plain in southern Idaho. A sampling
scheme has been employed whereby the sample areas shown on the accompanying
maps were chosen. Not all of the sample areas will be flown. The plan for
selection of actual photo sample areas is based on a conventional ground in-
ventory made the week prior to the photography. Flight lines for the complete
photographic coverage of all the areas have been drawn on separate maps.
Some of the areas will require this complete photographic coverage while
others will require that only certain flight lines be flown; some will not
be flown at all.
The following specifications describe two-camera system for simultancollsly
obtaining large format panchromatic photos and smaller format, lar~er scale
color photos. The color camera will be operated only in conjunction with
the panchrOOlatic camera, but the panchromatic camera will often be used
independently.
This photography will be part of a research effort and will require close
preflight and infli~ht coordination with an on-ground survey team.
1. Cameras - One six- inch focal length camera with a 9" x 9" film fonnat
capahle of providing a resolution of 40 lines per millimeter. Panchromatic
film will be used in this camera.
One twelve-inch focal length frame camera to use 70mm film and provide a
70mm x 9" film fonnat. Color reversal film will be USM in this camera to
provide transparencies.
2. Camera fvbunting - The two cameras must be mounted so that their principal
axes remain parallel at all times while allowing normal leveling for aircraft
pitch and roll and correction for crah.
3. Camera Operation - Hoth cameras are to be operated from the same inter-
valometer in order to achieve simultaneous exposure. The camera usinp color
film will he operating on only one-third to one-half of the flight lines flown.
4. Demonstrated System Capability - The contractor must demonstrate his capa-
bility to provide a working system meeting the above specifications before a
bid can be accepted.
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S. Location - &xlthern Idaho. Flight lines within approxbnately 35 of the
58 areas shown on the accompanying maps of Cassia, Gooding, Jerane, Lincoln,
Minidoka, Owyhee and Twin Falls counties will be flown. Specific flight lines
will he chosen about two days before the photography is to start. Changes
may he required during the photogranhic mission.
6. Date of Photography - Photography to start the morning of June 9, 1969,
weather remitting. It is anticipated that three days will be required for
photo acquisition.
7. Number of Photographs Anticipated - 800-1000 9" x 9" panchromatic;
400-500 70rrm x 9" color transparencies.
8. Film and Filter - Nine 1/2" Plus X Aerographic or equivalent, Wratten
12 filter; 70mm Ektachrome Aero or equivalent, HF-~ filter if necessary.
9. Prints ~f Photo Labeling - One set of prints will he re~lired. These
should he Logetronically printed on single weight p,lossy paper. All prints
and color transparencies shall be numbered and a log kept so that each photo-
graph can be ident ified as to the area photographed and so that corresponding
panchromatic and color photographs can be matched.
IO. Flight Al t itude - Photography will he taken from an alt itude of 3,000
feet above the terrain. A small amount of lower altitude covera~e may be
necessary in some areas.
II. Overlap - Sixty percent overlap as seen on the panchromatic photos will
be obtained for most of the flight lines. Ten percent overlap may be specified
for certain of the lines at the time of flight.
12. Time of Day - The nature of the livestock inventory project requires that
the photography he ohtained during early morning and late evening hours. ~fid-
day photography must be avoided. 1/ The hours of 0730-1045 and 1545-1830
local daylight savings time proviae solor altitude between 20° and SSo which
should be favorable for livestock detection.
13. Ohserver Aboard Aircraft - The design of the experbnent requires that
an employee of the Statistical Reporting Service, lJSDA, be aboard the photo-
graphic aircraft in order to make certain real-time decisions.
These concern sampling rates and flight lines selection for photographic
coverage based on aerial observations of livestock numhers within the test
areas. 2/

1/ Weather co~litions forced some midday photography hecause of the after-
noon bui ldup of Clunulu5 clouds.

2/ The observer was unable to function as planned. Near the end of the
photography phase the role of the ohserver was altered to that of determining
if photography could be taken tmder less than desirable weather conditions.
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14. Air-to-Ground Communications - It will be necessary to have radio com-
JTlJnication between the photoRraphic aircraft and various Rronnd crews per-
fonning sind taneous inventory work in the areas hein~ photographed.
It is anticipated that the Forest Service will "provide six field radios
for this f'Urpose. Experience has shown that the airc1'8ft will require an
mltside antenna for satisfactory operation of these units. In the event
the Forest Service field units are not available, the contractor will be
expected to provide for air-to-ground cOJlll1UI1ication.



APPENDIX II

EXHIBIT A

Supplemental Interviewers Manual
Idaho Aerial Photo Livestock Survey

Twin Falls, Minidoka, Jerome and Cassia Counties

1. Objectives
The main objective is to simulate an operational ~lrvey using aerial photogra-
phy. Emphasis will be on livestock and major crops. Also, the feasibility
of aerial photograohy as a quality control technique for enumerative surveys
wi! 1 be studied. Comparison of estimates derived from enumeration and aerial
photography will be made. An attempt at rapid photo interpretation will be
made.
Because the aerial photography will be taken at nearly the same time as the
June Entunerative Survey, estimates from each method will he comoarable.

(a) Independent estimates will be made from each S~Jrce of data--
aerial photos and June Fnumerative Survey.

(h) A quality check of the June F.numerative Survey is possible by
makin{1 ad;ustments for the movement of livestock hetween
enumeration and flight time.

2 . Rae kground
Initial efforts by SRS to explore the feasibility of making livestock inven-
tories by aerial photography started in California in 1963. At that time a
wide range of photographic scales were used to determine the capahilities of
making livestock identification and counts. Also, simulated operational
f1 ights were made over portions of Utah, Colorado and Wyoming. Conclusion:
It appeared feasible to detect, identify and count livestock at scales of
1/8000 to 1/7000.
l\lring 1964 and 1965, the University of California at Rerkeley entered a
contract with USDA for a study of scales, film-filter combinations, and
conditions in various parts of California. They were to develop 1ivestock
interpretation keys; a representative display of livestock types, breeds,
ages, sexes was located at the base of a water tower in Davis and photograph~1
at various sun-angles and film-filter comhinations. These studies showed the
feasibility of using a 1/6000 scale and Panchromatic film, minus blue filter,
stereo coverage. A green background ,~s desirable.
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The 1967 experiment, using hoth aerial photography and ground emnneration,
was a test of techniques previously developed. A study area in the Sacra-
mento Valley of California covered approximately 1000 square miles (20 miles
from east to west and SO miles from north to south). The area was divided
into two hasic land use typesupredaninantly cultivated famland, and pre-
dominantly ranp,eland. Sixteen area sampling units (segments) were select~t
at random out of each stratum but the size of the range segments were limited
to approximately three square miles. Emunerators interviewed land operators
to obtain livestock, inventory numhers by species and data to classify each
field into one of four "domains." The domains corresponded to the degree to
which remote sensing was believed to he feasible because of structures or
grrnlnd cover offering varying amounts of concealment to livestock. Aerial
photographs were ohtained as soon as weather permitted after enumeration.
Air-to-ground communication allowed teams to ohserve and make livestock
counts in selected fields simultaneously witn f1i~ht coverage.
Analysis of the results indicate that comparahle inventory numhers are o~tained
hy ground emuneration and photo interpretation except for domains where hui ld-
ings, manmade shades or trees obscure part of the animals from aerial view.
Counts from aerial photos of cattle and sheep tended to be greater than the
ground enwneration for the cultivated se~ents. lIowever, the aerial counts
for the same species were not as large as the grotlnd entuneration in the range
segments. Most of the important differences hetween image counts and ground
data methods are associated with animals hidden from the camera or animals
grouped closely together. Range areas have the additional problems of hack-
ground clutter and large nwnhers of photos. Ground data for range segments
appeared less aCOlrate than for the cultivated segments. Large scale color
photography is necessary when animals are bunched or when it is desired to
detect calves, lambs or breed of animal.
3. Survey Operation
Areas for this study are the June Enwnerative Survey segments in the four
county area of Twin Falls, Minidoka, Jerome and Cassia Counties. This area
was selected as it contains both cultivated and rangeland segments. It pre-
sents most of the anticipated problems associated with an operational survey.
The .June Enumerative Survey question has heen modified to collect sane addi-
tional information which will permit domain classification and will give in-
ventory nwnhers hy species for each "field." Dates of enwneration are the
same as for tne regular .ms in Idaho. Early completion of emuneration is
desirable.
As soon as enumeration is canplete, a sample of segments and fields will be
selected for aerial coverage. Flights will be made as soon as weather per-
mits after the conclusion of the June Enumeration.
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Ground "truth" ohservations will he JTk'ldeIn selected fields simul tancousl y
with photographing.
After flights have heen complet~l, a reenumeration of the segments nhotographed
will he made to update the ~:S data to time of flight.
4. Enumeration of Special Items--Idaho Survey
Items 1 through 5 and 4S through SOh in Section A of each Part A must he
asked and the response indicated for every field. These items are identified
wi th an aster isk (*). Entries in item 4S through SOh will he llsed hy the
editors to classify each field into a "domain" which is intended to represent
the diffiollty of seeing animals.
In Section C of each Part A, questions are asked for cattle in the tract and
on adjoininp, land. For the special survey, in addition to item I through 6
for cattle, items 7 throllgh 10h are asked for calves horn, sheep and lamhs,
horses and hogs inside the tract fields and on adjoining land.
Following is a discussion of items 4S through SOh of Section A and items 7
through lOh of Section D.

Section A - Acreages of Fields and Crops in Tract
45. ~~vu)E COVER in field:

etc. ? YES ( )
HrnJses, barns, sheds, corrals, feeders,

NO ( )

Determine if there are any manmade structures in the field
that cOllld possibly offer concealment or confine livestock
so they would he diffiatlt to see in a photograph. These
can be buildings or stnlctures that livestock could enter
or they cc••ld be next to and be ohscured hy shade or over-
hang. Check YES or NO.

46. ]f YES to item 4S, may any of these structures hy used to house
or enclose livestock? YES () NO ( )
Should manrnade stnlctures he located In the field, find out
if they are used to house or enclose livestock; a ham,
shed, corral, or any structure that livestock may enter
and can leave only if released. Check YES or NO.

47. TREES or BRUSII in the fence line or horder? YES (
Consider only the fence line or horder of the field;
disregard growth in the balance of the field. This
can he plantings or wild growth in the horder or fence
line. Rrush may he considered to he a woody tvr>e plant
two feet or more in heir.ht wi th some type of overhan~ing
1irnbswhich would provide shade for animals.
Check YES or !\lO.

NO ( )
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48. NAlln~L COVER INSIIlE the field; trees or hI11Sh? YES ( ) NO ()

The previros item 47 asked about trees and hrush in the border
or fence line of the field. Item 48 requires that the rest of
the field he considered. Fields with natural cover inside thE'
field wi II 1 ikely he range or pasture land. no not consider
weeds and grasses as natural cover. Brush may he considered
to be a woody type plant two feet or more in heivht with some
type of overhanging limbs which would provide shade for animals.
Check YES if the growth of trees or woody tyPe bnlsh is thin
and scattered, in groves, or heavily wooded. An orchard will
require a YES checked. Check NO for no cover inside the field.

49. If YES to item 48, what PERCH\1T of the field is covered?
Enter percent (%). This would he the percentage of the
ground area in the field that would he ohscured if it could
he viewed from directly overhead, as in an aerial photograph.
Exclude trees and brush in the fence lines and horders.
Enter the operator's hest estimate of the percentage of
area covered.

so. ME 11IERE AN'{ LIVESTOCK IN TIIIS FIELD f\nW?
A YES will he checked should there by any livestock other than
chickens in the field at the time of interview, regardless
of ownership. Check~) if there are none.
a. If YES, will any livestock he moved OIT of this field

within the next three weeks? Check YES or NO. Should
there be livestock in the field now, this question
will give an indication that they could he moved out
before the time the aerial photograph is made. The
present intentions of the operator will he helpful
in evaluating the photographs.

b. If NO, will any livestock be moved INn) this field
within the next three weeks? Check YES or NO. Again,
the intentions of the operator are necessary should
there not be any livestock in the field now hut some
may be moved in.
In both "a" and "b" the operator's estimate of what
he intends to do may require some probing questions
and time to think about it.
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Section D - Livestock and Chickens on Tract
To meet the requirements of the special aerial pl.otography, it
is necessary that livestock be located specifically by field
at the time of intervie'\t.".Additional questions in Section D
make it possible to obtain a count by species of the livestock
within each field. Do not overlook livestock at the farmsteap,
in buildings, corrals or pens. Questions asking for a simple
age breakdown will allow the relative size to be determined.
In photographs, mature cows will be larger than calves, ewes
larger than new lambs, etc. Also, we may be able to count
mature stock accurately but be unable to see and count young
animals. Follow item I through 5 at the top of the page
regarding locations of livestock on the tract and on adjoining
land. Item 7 thrOugh lOa are asked for each field just as
item I through 6. Instructions for this part of Section D
start on page 72 of the interviewers Manual.
7. Of the CALVES, how many were BORN since January 1, 1969?

Refer to the cattle and calves weighing less than 500 pounds
reported in item 4d and in the field at the time of interview.
This will give a count of these younger animals expected to
be smaller on a photo.

8. SHEEP and LAMBS of all ages? Enter the total of all sJleep
and lambs of any ages in the field, regardless of ownership.
a. Of the LAMBS, how many were born: During January and

February 1969? From March 1, 1969 to now? Obtain the
number of lambs in each age group.

9. HORSES and PONIES of all ages? Regardless of ownership,
enter the number of horses and ponies of all ages in the field.
a. Of these, how many were BORN since January 1, 1969?

Report the colts and foals born since January 1, 1969.
These would appear smaller on photo than would mature
animals.

10. HOGS and PIGS of all ages? Determine the total number of hogs
and pigs of all ages in the field regardless of ownership.
Be sure to include all sows, boars, young pigs, unweaned
pigs, feeder pigs, etc.
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a. Of the PIGS, how many were OOR~ since March I, 1969?
If hogs and pigs are in the field, determine how
many were born since March I, 1969. These would
still he rather small compared with older hogs and
the size will be apparent on a photo.

Do not overlook in Section 0 items 14 throu~h 18 on the
tract Part A and items 14 through 17 on the entire fann
Part A. Instnlctions for these items are in the Inter-
viewers Manual starting on page 72.

Extreme Operators
For those extreme operators grazing livestock in these segments, it
will be necessary to collect information for each field within the
land areas outlined on the crnmty map.
Complete the extreme operator's (white or pink) questionnaire; then
ask him if he has any livestock wi thin the area hotmdaries (there
will he a purple boundary if the area is larger than a segment).
Some areas are subdivided by orange lines on the county maps.
These orange lines indicate R~1 fences and should he used as field
ootmdaries.
Terminating Interview
Before closing the interview, tell the respondent that this area
is in an SRS research project designai to study possible methods
to get livestock inventory numhers from aerial photographs. Some
of the segments will be photographed and reenumeratal. Ohtain the
respondent's permission to make ground ohservation to identify
species and location of livestock during the flights.
Also, he will he contacted after the flights to undate the .June
Enumerative Survey information to the day of the flight.
This project has a dual purpose: (1) To collect information to be
us~l in making the regular June Enumerative Survey estimate, and
(2) to sUldy the possihility of using aerial photogranhy to obtain
livestock inventory numhers ..



Exhibit B UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF' AGRICULTUREStatistical Reporting Service
Budget Bureau No. - 40-R2766
Approval Expires - 4/30/70
Item Count - 80 ~.E. 12-29

JUNE 1969

ACREAGE AND LIVESTOCK

OOALITY CONTROL

IDAHO AERIAL PHOTO SURVEY

Facts about your farm or ranch will be kept CONFIDENTIAL and used
only in combination with similar reports from other producers.

SEGMENT NUMBfB:

NAMI'::

ADDRF.SS:

_______________ TRACf mDE LETl'ER:

TEI.EPHONE NUMBER:

(Route or Street)

(State)

______________ COUNrY:

(Ci ty)

(Zip)

NAME OF F..\RM OR RANCH:

r--:.::· .•;···;jjT("". """.=.=••=..·:Icr:••...•.:••••=:..;:".=,.:-. -r"":TIAt'T=:-:.:-.i
{
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Date of Flight _

A-B-Idaho FIELD NUMBER •.•.•••••
• 1. TOTAL ACRES IN FIELD

• CROP or LAND USE - Name
• 3. TWO CROPS HARVESTED FROM THIS FIELD

6. FARMSTEAD, DlTtllf;S,WOODS,
7. PASTURE Permanent-Not
8.

11. WINTffi WHEAT
12.
14. OTHER SPRING ~HEAT Planted
18. IRISH POTATOES Planted and to

R EA S Planted and to
SUGAR BEETS Planted and to

3 PEAS-DRY Planted and to
26. cut
27. and

HAY to
28. be

cut30.

32. CORN
33. Intended for
36. OATS Planted
37. Intended
38. BARLEY Planted
39. Intended

40. OTHER CROPS

41. OTIIER UTILIZATION Name,
AND ABANDONMENT Acres

42. SUMMER FALLOW
SOIl, IMPROVEMENT No other

44:
·.50.

L

SECTION A - ACREAGES OF



FIELDS AND CROPS IN TRACT

- 3 -

Total Acres
10 11

htal Acres

Land Use

Two Crops

Idlho-A-B
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Idaho
SECTION D. LIVESTOCK

Now that we have located the tract fields on the photo. 1 would like to ask additional
questions about the livestock (exc1udin~ chickens) on those field. on _
1. Did you operate any ADJOININU

land OUTSIDE the tract?
(Date of Flight)

Were there any livestock
INSIDE the tract?

YES (

Were there any livestock on
any of the land INSIDE this
tract or on ADJOINING land
outside the tract?

• 3.

Go to Block A and
list separately

each field or fields
11/ ith lives t oclr

YES ( )

YES (

Go to page 6

( ) NO,
NO

Rlock A
Line Livestock now INSIDE tract and CANNOI' IIOve
No . Itell to land outside

1 Field NUllbers .

- ...

2 TOTAL CATrLE and CALVES
Of the CALVES, how many were BORN

3 since January I, 1969?

4 SHEEP and IAMBS of all ages?
, During January anda Of the LAES Febru.ry , 1969?how many were

BORN : FrOll larch I, 1969
I b to now?

5 HORSES and PONIES of all ages?
Of these, how many were BORN

a since Jan~ary I, 1969?

6 HOGS and PIGS of all ages?
Of the PIGS. how many were BORN

a since March I, 1969?

7 Acres in field INSIDE tract. Acres OUTSIDE tract on which
8 livestock can now graze

\ Add 14 f. 15: TOI'AL acres in area. ' . . . 9 livestock can now graze
10. We have recorded the Iivestock that were in fields _, _, (Blocks A and B). The

photo shows fields _, _, _, remainin~ on the photo. In these remajnin~ fields
were there any livestock or could any livestock from adjoinin, land outside the tract
freely move into these field.?

NO ( Continue on page 6 YES ( ) Coaplete a coluan for each additional field
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ON TRACT
Idaho

2. In Block B list the tract field, that ",ere
grazed by livestock that CAN MOVE FREELY

CROSS the tract boundary,

4.

/
Becauseof open gates. lack of t'ences,
or for other reasons, could any livestock
MOVEFREELYACROSSthe tract boundary to
land both INSIDEand OUTSIDEthis tract?

( ) NO YES (,
11. Werethere any livestock

INSIDEthe tract?

1. In Block A list the tract fields that had
livestock that could NOT MOVE FREELY ACROSS
the tract boundary,

YES (

NO (

Go to Block A

Go to page 6

Block B

Line Livestock CANCROSStract boundary but are:
No. NowInside NowOUtside Don't Know

I

2

3

4

a

b

11

a

6

a

7

8

9 , . ..
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Now1 would like to ask about any chan,es in livestock numbera in the fields of this tract between
__________ (date of enumeration) and ---- (date photo,raphy taken).

Was there any increase due to births, purchases or·.oVeDeDt in any of these fields?
NO (. ) _

INCREASES
Moved into Field

FrOll From OUtside Segment
Tract Tract but and frOID
and and within outside
Field Number Increased Births Field 4 4 Date
Number Species Mature Young Number counties counties Moved

11 ~/ V !/

Youn~ animals are: cattle born since January 1, 1969 to flight date. Sheep born since
January 1, 1969 to fli~t date. Horses and ponies born since January 1, 1969 and flight date.
Ho~s born since March 1, 1969 and fli,ht date.

1/ 4 counties are Jerome, Cauia, Minidoka and Twin Falls.

y

~I

Mature are all animal8 not classed as youn,.
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